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IN the year 2017, it was seen that the cryptocurrency craze has been in full flow. Bitcoin seems
to be setting record highs with every passing week.
Initial coin offerings (ICOs) have also revolutionized
traditional capital-raising. The most significant and
transformational impact on the world has been that
of blockchain technology. It is being seen that the
global banking system is the one which could
benefit the most from the implementation of this
revolutionary distributed-ledger technology. Whether it is payments,
settlements or compliance, blockchain’s key properties of
decentralization, immutability, efficiency, cost-effectiveness and
security are leading to a growing support for the technology’s adoption
across the entire spectrum of financial services.
In the area of trade, trade finance is one major area within banking that
could experience considerable transformation as a result of blockchain
adoption. Currently, the sector is marked with outdated processes that
disorder this area of banking, along with the sector’s overall size. This
clearly indicates that the trade finance sector is ready to be upgraded
by distributed-ledger technology, in terms of cost and efficiency.
Generally, in the area of trade, the blockchain platform will also allow
companies to track orders and use smart contracts to automatically
trigger payments on specific events, such as an invoice notification or
delivery being recorded. It will also add more banks, shipping companies
and freight forwarders, all of which will be assessed before being added.
There are many more applications of blockchain currently being adopted
by banks like using the technology for conducting and settling
transactions. Few banks are also exploring a corporate-bond platform
that uses smart contracts to issue and redeem bonds, track invoices
and avoid invoice duplication.
Most notable is that this solution will be completely paperless, which
will facilitate a more convenient flow of information between banks and
customers. Being on the blockchain, moreover, means that
transparency is improved over incumbent guarantee processes, which
in turn minimizes the potential for forgery and also the entire length of
time taken to complete the process will now also be considerably
reduced.
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Blockchain – Is it Going to Change Trade
as We Know it?
Mayank Tewari, Mohit Rakesh Sharma and Ruchir Sahai*

Literature Review
Blockchain has been a hot
topic for sometime now, owing
its sudden rise in popularity
to bitcoins. Still it has been
an elusive concept to grasp
for most. Blockchain almost
essentially eliminates the
need for third-party intermediaries. It is similar to a
decentralized ledger/
database that keeps track of
all the transactions. In
Blockchain technology, the
document is similar to a
single block and all the
changes are like individual
transactions. The writers are
all the writers who have
access to the doc and make
changes to it. And the folder
with collection of all the
subsequent docs is the
chain.

* Students, MBA (IB) 2016-18 batch,
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade.
The views expressed are personal.
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LOCKCHAIN is a decentralized transaction and data management
technology which was first conceptualized for Bitcoin
cryptocurrency. The interest in Blockchain technology has been
increasing since the idea was coined in 2008. The reason for the interest
in Blockchain is its central attributes that provide security, anonymity
and data integrity without any third party organization in control of
the transactions, and therefore it creates interesting research areas,
especially from the perspective of technical challenges and limitations.
In this research, we have conducted a systematic mapping study with
the goal of analyzing Blockchain for the purpose of trade. Our objective
is to understand the current research topics, challenges and future
directions regarding Blockchain technology from the technical
perspective. We have extracted 41 primary papers from scientific
databases. The results show that focus in over 80 per cent of the
papers is on Bitcoin system and less than 20 per cent deals with other
Blockchain applications including, e.g. smart contracts and licensing.
The majority of research is focusing on revealing and improving
limitations of Blockchain from privacy and security perspectives, but
many of the proposed solutions lack concrete evaluation on their
effectiveness. Many other Blockchain scalability related challenges
including throughput and latency have been left unstudied. On the
basis of this study, we aim to propose the ways trade can benefit
from this technology.

Introduction
Let’s start with a small role-playing exercise. Suppose, you are
an exporter/importer trading internationally. You are involved in a
cross-border trading of a typical small-to-mid value consignment.
Besides, the shipment of consignment itself, what would be the most
important thing which might worry you or create hassles for you?
Payment (and all the related documents). Now, conventional way of
financing the trade requires a whole host of processes and even greater
plethora of documentation to go with it. This all paperwork is beside
the ones required to fulfill the regulatory obligations (which in itself
are huge pain to the traders). To get all the financial compliances in
place can take as many as 20 days! Keeping aside the huge risks of
documentary frauds, still this process is very cumbersome not only
taking huge amount of personnel time but is also very sensitive to
even smallest of possible human errors.
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But what if I told you that there is a technology
present which can de-risk the whole process and
also increase the key operating efficiency reducing
the time to just a few hours!! Blockchain does exactly
that. And more.

Blockchain – as Disruptive as Internet?
Blockchain has been a hot topic for sometime
now, owing its sudden rise in popularity to bitcoins.
Still it has been an elusive concept to grasp for most.
Historically, while transacting money, important
documents or anything of value, people and
businesses have heavily relied on intermediaries like
banks and in some cases, even governments. It is
primarily due to more trust and certainty people
entrust in such institutions then the other parties
they are dealing with. And these intermediaries
provide a host of services facilitating these dealings,
streamlining and making them more reliable by
investing resources to make these transactional
systems more efficient and trustworthy.
Since the advent of digital technologies, a lot
of these intermediaries have been gradually made
redundant. Because digital assets like documents
and stocks are easy to reproduce and present

whenever needed. But it has one inherent flaw –
for a transaction, both sides would have to spend
some value for reproducing the same digital file.
And it has prevented the peer-to-peer transfer of
digital assets. Until Blockchain came along.
Blockchain almost essentially eliminates the
need for third party intermediaries. It is similar to
a decentralized ledger/database that keeps track
of all the transactions. Now what is meant by
decentralized here? Unlike a traditional ledger with
a single point of contact like accountants or banks,
there is no single entity having access to it. The
database is replicated and distributed onto a
network visible to anyone within the network.
To make it simpler to understand the
possibilities Blockchain offers, let’s take an analogy
of Microsoft Word and Google Docs.
Normally, when we collaborate for writing an
article, we write a doc in Microsoft word and then
forward it to the other person to make the requisite
changes. The issue which arises is that till the time
the other person edits the doc and sends it back to
you, you are for all practical purposes, locked out
of the doc. That’s very similar to how traditional
databases work today. No two owners can be

FIGURE 1
LAYOUT DIAGRAM OF THE FUNCTIONING OF A BLOCKCHAIN

Someone requests
a transaction

The transaction
is complete

The requested
transaction is
broadcast to P2P
network consisting
of computers,
known as nodes.

Validation
The Network of nodes
validates the transaction
and the user’s status
using known algorithms.

The new block is then added to the
existing blockchain, in a way that is
permanent and unalterable.

A verified transaction
can involve
cryptocurrency,
contracts, records,
or other information.

Once the
transaction is
combined with
other transactions
to create a new
block of data for
the ledger.

Source: Blockgeeks.
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messing with the record at once. That’s how banks
transfer funds – they decrease the amount in one,
lock access to it while the transfer is being made,
then update the other side and re-open the access.
But when using Google Docs (or Sheets or
Slides), things are different in the way that all the
owner parties have access to it at the same time
and can make changes to it.
The question which begs to ask itself is now,
this as a concept can be done even with the present
in-use technology. What does Blockchain brings to
the table?
The answer lies in its ability to replicate without
losing any of its characteristics. Let’s take the
document analogy forward. You make changes in
the document. These changes are recorded and are
visible to everyone. You save it in the cloud with
each member getting a copy of it automatically as
soon as it is done. Similarly, you can work on other
documents and compiling them in a folder with
every writer having access to it.
In Blockchain technology, the document is
similar to a single block and all the changes are like
individual transactions. The writers are all the
writers who have access to the doc and make
changes to it. And the folder with collection of all
the subsequent docs is the chain.
For all practical purposes, a database won’t be
recording just one or even a small scale of data. All
the similar transactions carried out in the past 10
minutes (to keep the data flowing real time) are
grouped together and then cryptographically
protected in one block and then sent out to the
entire network. The block is then validated by the
authorized person (some member/s within the
network itself). The validated blockchain is timestamped and stored in a linear, chronological order.
New validated blocks are added, thus forming a
chain, recording history of every transaction that
ever took place in that database. The entire chain is
continually updated so that every ledger in the
network is the same.
The main features of Blockchain which make it
unlike anything seen ever are:
• Robustness- As earlier mentioned, every
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member has the copy of the ledger. What it
translates to is that no single entity can control it!
(Bitcoin, which brought real world applications
of Blockchain to prominence, was invented in
2008 and since has never been disrupted to any
underlying concept flaw.)
• Transparency - As the data is visible to all in a
network, it is in a way public information making
it as transparent to the involved entities as
possible.
• Incorruptibility - The biggest strength of
blockchain is its undoubtedly being incorruptible.
As it has no single point of control, it has no
single point of failure. For altering any
information on the blockchain can only be done
by over-riding the whole network and if the
hacker intends to hack into one block, they would
not only need to hack that specific block but all
the preceding blocks going back the entire history
of blockchain (Technically possible but not
practically).
“Blockchain solves the problem of manipulation.
When I speak about it in the West, people say
they trust Google, Facebook, or their banks. But
the rest of the world doesn’t trust organizations
and corporations that much — I mean Africa,
India, the Eastern Europe, or Russia. It’s not
about the places where people are really rich.
Blockchain’s opportunities are the highest in the
countries that haven’t reached that level yet.”
-Vitalik Buterin, inventor of Ethereum

Trade and Its Financing - The Challenges
They Are Facing Today
The world today is at a very important juncture;
Globalization, the flag bearer for increasing trade
all across the world and nations opening their
borders for the same, has come under fire in many
countries. And it’s not just the talks anymore or a
future possibility anymore - the referendum on
Brexit showed people’s fear of increasing
immigrants; Election of Donald Trump showed
people are growing apprehensive towards cheaper
imports flooding the domestic markets and cutting
down jobs. The state of trade has never been in a
more perilous state in the modern history as of now.
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To give it some perspective in real numbers:
• 2016 is likely to be the 5th consecutive year in
which global trade growth lagged behind global
GDP growth.
• Growth rate of 2.7 per cent trade volume terms
(2015) - for 5th consecutive year the volume
growth has been below 3 per cent.
• The monetary value of merchandise exports
worldwide declined by 14 per cent in 2015, down
to US$16 trillion from US$19 trillion in 2014.
• By October, WTO had downgraded its global
trade forecast from 2.8 per cent in April to 1.7
per cent.
• According to WTO’s latest trade monitoring
report, G20 countries applied 145 new traderestrictive measures between mid-May 2010 to
mid-May 2016.
Another very much integral part of cross
border trade and almost as old, trade finance, is
also facing struggles of its own, only parts of which
are owed to the slowdown in global trade. In fact,
it can be argued that it is the other way round –

scarcity of funds to finance trade has resulted in its
almost stagnating growth.
According to WTO website, some 80 to 90 per
cent of world trade relies on trade finance (trade credit
and insurance/guarantees), mostly of a short-term nature.
WTO is actively seeking to re-engage and revive
the complex links and networks of the trade finance
market to keep finance flowing for trade and
‘mitigate at least one reason for shrinkage of trade
flows’.
The huge importance of trade finance not only
lies in the volume of trade it facilitates but also
in the fact that it is one of the safest forms of
finance. Agreed that risks like non-payment,
alteration of merchandise while shipment and
exchange rate parity, in international trade are
more than domestic trade but the whole
underlying practices and processes have been so
much refined throughout the years, so as to
mitigate any kind of possible risks. According to
International Chambers of Commerce’s (ICC),
“trade finance loss register”, the average default
rate on short-term international trade credit is
no larger than 0.2 per cent, of which 60 per cent

FIGURE 2
STOCKPILE OF TRADE RESTRICTIVE MEASURES
By mid-May 2016

By mid-May 2010
57

387
324

1,196

381 measures
Effectively Eliminated Measures

1,583 measures
Stockpile of restrictive Measures

Source: ICC Global Survey on Trade Finance 2016.
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4

TRADE FINANCE PRODUCT MIX – EXPORTS (LEFT) & IMPORTS (RIGHT)

Source: ICC Global Survey on Trade Finance 2016.
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is recovered. This low-risk, low-default segment
of credit also generated relatively low fees per
transaction, as a recognition of its relatively
routine character. Although a routine task,
nonetheless systemic to the existence of trade.

developing blockchain, has specifically this industry
as top most potential use case. And now some of
them even have conducted successful experiments
using Blockchain for transactions – Barclays
successfully closed a transaction through a
Blockchain-based Letter of Credit, guaranteeing
exports worth US$10,000.

FIGURE 5
GLOBAL BANKS: SHORT TERM TRADE FINANCE
ACTIVITIES
Type of products

PROBLEMS PLAGUING TRADE FINANCE INDUSTRY

share of
average
activity (%)1 maturity (days)

Letter of credit and guarantees 52

90

Import L/Cs

26

80

Export confirmed L/Cs

7

70

Performance guarantees
and standby L/Cs

19

110

Loans

48

105

Loans for import

19

110

Loans for export: bank risk

13

140

Loans for export: corporate risk 16

70

1

FIGURE 6

Weighted by the dollar value of transactions. Averages
for 2008 to 2011.

Increasing
cost of capital

Low US$
interest rates

Further
operational costs

Increasing cost
of client contact
(acquisition and servicing)

Source: Trade Finance: developments and issues, CGFS
Papers no. 50, Bank of International Settlements
(BIS)

The US$4 trillion traditional trade financing
industry is not only struggling to cope up with
various systemic issues but also facing stiff
competition from various emerging FinTech
companies eating away at their share and increasing
their client acquisition costs. They are still reeling
in from the effects of long sustained low US dollar
exchange rates. Their woes are further exacerbated
by the restrictive trade policies which are resulting
in further increase of their cost of capital and other
operational costs.
As it is rightly said necessity is the mother of
invention, such adverse times have resulted in trade
finance industry turning to new upcoming digital
technology, the most prominent and by far, the
most promising being Blockchain. Many of the
largest banks have been pumping funds into
Blockhain research and development. R3 Cev, a
consortium of 51 global banks working on
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What Blockchain can do for Trade
Finance?
Besides cutting down on time as mentioned
earlier, Blockchain can help address some of the
key challenges facing the trade finance sector:
• Transparency and Fraud - As explained earlier,
blockchain technology is as transparent as
possible thus eliminating the risk of documentary
fraud and also helps banks tally their accounts
and maintain consistency – the two biggest trust
issues banks and clients both face.
FOCUS WTO July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)
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• Traceability - Blockchain by its essence
stores every transaction ever made in its
history, thus it can potentially provide
authenticity to the products in a supply
chain by providing easy traceability of all
the products and their origins.
• Integration - One of the biggest hurdle for
banks under growing intense competition
is to provide a seamless experience
especially across borders. It means
working in different time zones,
geographies without any discernible
hiccup. As Blockchain has the ability to
store every kind of data, its history and
can be accessed and regulated from
anywhere - what it needs is that all the
parties have to be on the same network
and have access keys (which is needless to
say, will be that way as it would be the
one and the same bank).
• Reduction in operational costs - Reducing
inefficiencies, increasing processing times
FIGURE 7
WHAT BLOCKCHAIN OFFERS TO TRADE
FINANCE INDUSTRY

Transparency

Traceability
and
provenance
Digital
uniqueness

Reduction in
operational
costs
Elimination
of fraud

Source:
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and cutting down on resources rendered redundant would
result in tremendous savings all across.
• Better product offerings – Blockchain would enable
banks to gain a holistic view of a client’s information
flows and thus offering more targeted services that are
tailored to individual clients.

Where other can Blockchain be used in Trade?
Trade finance is the first obvious use case for Blockchain
because of the ease with which it can be implemented in the
financial sector as has been made evident by Bitcoins. But
Blockhain offers numerous opportunities especially in trade.
Not just the financial dealings but the whole process of trade
can be facilitated by using Blockchains. In early November
2016, Wells Fargo and Commonwealth Bank of Australia
completed a shipment of cotton bales from China to USA,
using various Blockchain applications for end-to-end
processing of various document clearances (not just financial
documents). It acts as a brilliant proof of concept establishing
that international trade can be on the verge of transformation
by the application of said technology. Beyond Financial, other
areas in trade where Blockchain can be successfully applied
are:
• Smart Contracts - Although it is more prominently
poised to be applied in trade finance for clearance of
various payment related documents, but as proven by
the trade deal facilitated by Wells Fargo and
Commonwealth Bank of Australia, it is equally
potentially transformative, if not more, for all of the
trade clearance processes which require large amounts
of paper work, back-and-forth communication between
various parties for facilitating smooth transportation
and ensuring everyone’s at the same page.
• Smart Assets - Not only just various contracts but even
physical assets can be traded using Blockchain by
assigning them digital connotations. Even when trading
physical commodities, just like financial transactions, a
ledger of the physical transactions has to be maintained
for transparency if any dispute or mismanagement
arises. It becomes much more difficult to maintain parity
when every transaction has to be recorded with clear
date and timestamp in real time against the movement
of bills of lading and letters of credit. A smart asset
system wouldn’t just record the asset in the supply chain
but any and every other info we might require about
that asset - who is the exporter and who it is being
exported to, the initial and final delivery locations, the
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identity of shipper and receiver at the ports, value
of the asset being transported and even the
components of the assets, along with various
clearance and document information. It will act
like a tracking system but which can also facilitate
clearance and information about the goods at all
the regulatory junctures.
• Digital Identity Management - KYC is a hugely
important issue to address for both the clients
and the bank/regulatory agencies due to its
delicate nature and recurring concerns of privacy
and reporting of outdated misinformation.
Blockchain can provide relief to both the parties
if incorporated correctly. KYC regulation require
a lot of checking and authentication. Clients can
update their information once in a block and
instead of filling it again and again for every
service provider, all they need to do is to provide
access key to the concerned authority and get
authentication. And for institutions like banks,
it would offer them the ease to exchange
information about clients to other parties
involved also would ensure they have the most
updated data always.

Is the way forward that straight?
Although Blockchain-based applications can be
a panacea for a lot of pains currently global trade
industry is facing, every coin has two sides and
this kind of hype, excitement and eagerness to
implement technology at previously untested areas
might cause blind spots and lead to failures which
could have been easily avoidable in hindsight.
First issue is complete commercial interest in the
development of Blockchain technology for its real
world application. Internet, which is often likened to
Blockchain when it comes to disrupting norms of
technology, was developed by defense contractors
and researches had decades of obscurity to develop,
experiment, iterate rethink the whole architecture. It
is critical for any technology of this potential to become
robust for such a widespread use. But unlike Internet,
there has been a lot of aggressive VC funding and
financial interest at similar stages of development, to
develop it as soon as possible thus making it much
more prone to error and systemic failures.

Another issue which should be discussed and
focused upon alongside is developing a regulating
standard for Blockchain-based
applications.
Regulatory
FIGURE 8
compliance
is
a
key
issue and
BENEFITS OF INCORPORATING BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
unless there’s clarity on the
viewpoint and attitude of
regulators, it is unlikely to
become the backbone of the
industry until all the invested
parties come together and have
an open discussion on it. Not
doing this might result in
regulatory authorities and
commercial institutions not
being on the same page and
eventually them facing penalties and even criminal charges
by them.

Source: EBA Information Paper.
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Also, Blockchain applications work best when everyone
is on the same network. So
similar to SWIFT, a network
specifically for such applications should be developed for
streamlining all processes.
FOCUS WTO July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)
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SWIFT already is working on to develop such a
platform, but many experts believe that a third party
infrastructure would be better given that Blockhain
applications would make payment intermediaries
obsolete and might not be the best due to their
conflicting interests.

will learn and evolve would grow rapidly and those
who either go for the overkill or stay too safe, in
all probability, will perish.
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Comprehensive Outlook

Trading Through Blockchain
Varun Mishra*

Trade has a long history of
disruption which starts with
Phoenicians around 1500BC
who commercialized
maritime transport by using
advance shipbuilding
technology that enabled
traders since those times
exchange products like
glass, liquid and wood.
Hedging risk in trade came
from the era of 16th century
when merchant of Venice
introduced the practice of
factoring, a business where
merchant sells its receivable
assets (i.e. invoice) to a third
party (called a factor) at a
discount to meet its current
and immediate cash needs.
The world will soon see a new
disrupter in the form of blocks
making into a chain. This
technology in its present form
is known as Blockchain. The
technology best explains how
issues of transparency in
trade can best be addressed.

* Student, MBA (IB) 2016-18 batch,
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade.
The views expressed are personal.
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VEN though media has given the impression that adoption of
Blockchain will end world poverty, may solve counterfeit drug
problem and may potentially save the rainforest, but that doesn’t
give an impression that Blockchain is way out to anything the world
is suffering from. The truth is that this technology is still in its infancy
stage trying to prove its ability to mature through lot of experiments,
one in commodity sector. Many of us use internet on daily basis, but
how many of us actually understand the working of internet? Despite
we all use it every day, arguably find it beautiful. Unlike internet,
Blockchain is neither beautiful nor invisible. It is neither an app nor a
company, but a complex technology.With tons of people working on
it from financial institutions to technology companies, startups and
universities, this technology is better suited for early adopters.
Blockchain is considered as one of the most exciting ways of
lowering our risks. Like UBER and Tesla it is disruptive, can change
existing rules of the game and can even collapse the existing
institutions. This technology means a lot to human economic activity,
can push business human interventions to the edges, the place where
information drives from the real world to the Blockchain.

Unfolding of Modern Trade
Exchange is one of the most important forms of human
engagement that has led the world to its present state of collaborative
form. Behavioral economics explains that exchange, which was seen
as the physical trade of goods that essentially grew under the
foundation of comparative advantage each individual had in the
market. Earliest form of exchange takes us to the days of huntergatherer economies, where trade was just limited to a village. As
traveling became easier, people started using trade routes which were
more distant; society turned more complex and process of trade
became more uncertain with least personal control. It was a time
when market was deeply imperfect, where issues were related to
right to credit, ways of determining the quality of goods exchanged
and risk associated with merchant dealings on trade voyages. It was
the very nature of complexities with distant trade that led to the
exploration of the idea of institution in the economics of exchange.
Idea of institution is a tool in economics for safer and smoother trade,
used in the face of uncertainties, was first explained by Nobel
economist Douglass North. According to him, evolution of any
institutional approaches was at the heart of managing problems like
common merchant codes or repositories of record tracking traders
FOCUS WTO July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)
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who ran afoul of it or even bribery. In the course
of human history, the world saw development and
evolution of institutions like banks for currency,
government and corporations that greased
economic wheel to function. Eventually internet
came and institutions went online. This technology
helped us bring mammoth sharing economic model
private institutions like Alibaba, Amazon and Ebay
to everyone’s fingertips, facilitating easier human
economic activity. Onset of these opportunities has
led the world enter into a radical evolution where
how we trade and how we interact for economic
engagement will change for ever, because for the
first time we can ameliorate the level of uncertainties
not only through political or economic institutions
but with use of technology alone. This technology
institution which is considered as the biggest
disruption in the field of trade finance is called as
Blockchain.
Blockchain was born just two months after the
collapse of Lehman Brothers in the fall of 2008. In
that fall, a less known technology enthusiast called
Satoshi Nakamoto published a white paper entitled
“Bitcoin”. He endorsed bitcoin as peer-to-peer
Electronic Cash system on the internet. The first
sentence in the paper reads: “A purely peer-to-peer
version of electronic cash that would allow online
payments to be sent directly from one party to
another without going through a financial
institution!” Now we all know that 2008 was
world’s deepest financial crisis in modern times
when the fallout of prominent bankruptcy case of
Lehman Brothers engulfed entire western financial
system. This was a low point, a time when financial
system saw shattering meltdown causing people to
distrust even established centralized financial
institutions. Technology since then has allowed its
access as a driver to transparent financial system.
Blockchain is a technology which has emerged
behind bitcoin. Bitcoin is a digital asset, a paperless
currency that is not printed, that can be used in
exchange of values like downloading music or
stream a movie or buy goods online. It is like a
gold or a dollar currency that one can use in the
market to facilitate trade. But kind of institutions
used between digital currency bitcoin and gold or
dollar currency differs. Unlike gold or dollar
currency, that uses intermediary financial
institution for transactions, bitcoin transacts
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through an open ledger called blockchain.
Blockchain is a digital database that stores registry
of asset ownership and transactions across the
distributed network of computers. This database
is decentralized public registry or open ledger or
public ledger whose access is permissible to anyone
who is the part of this distributed network of
computers or network of nodes.
Now the question is: how data in blockchain is
stored and validated? When one of the nodes
transacts using bitcoins to the other, they record
the transaction in a list called as block. Mining
computer (mining is the process of adding
transaction records to Bitcoin’s public ledger of past
transactions) collects these blocks or list of
transactions and convert them into a mathematical
puzzle. First miner who solves this mathematical
puzzle announces it to other miners in the network.
If enough miners in the network grant approval to
the solution of the puzzle, the block is added to the
digital ledger and is cryptographically linked to the
other blocks together. Once the blocks are linked
together they are secured, and are immutable. If
anyone tries to amend the data in one block, then
he has to change the data in all of the succeeding
blocks, which is not possible because every time
data is subjected to approval from all the nodes in
the network. Any block at any point of time remains
visible to everyone who is part of this network of
computers or nodes. These blocks together form a
chain known as blockchain. Meanwhile miner goes
on to solve other set of mathematical puzzles. Each
puzzle they solve credits them with a bitcoin. To
explain it better, the closest description one can
think of is Wikipedia. We all know that Wikipedia
is an open public information platform that stores
words or images, anyone can read, can make
changes that are subject to approval. We can track
these changes over time and can even create our
own wikis those again are subject to mass approvals
before the set of information becomes authentic.
Only difference here is that people who add new
information on Wikipedia are not rewarded with
any monetary gains. We can think of blockchain as
an open public infrastructure that stores the history
of ownership, custodianship, certificate of quality,
contracts of sales, real world objects, personal
identifiable information, digital assets like a title
of ownership of IP and location of assets like digital
currency. It is this public record or registry that is
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replicated and is practically impossible to tamper
with.
How Blockchain is Helping Trade
Uncertainty is a big word in economics of
exchange. We all are witness to how innovations,
which have always emerged from adversity, played
immense role in reducing risk in doing business.
Disruptive change in trade goes back to days of
Phoenicians around 1500BC who commercialized
maritime transport by using advance shipbuilding
technology that enabled traders since those times
exchange products like glass, liquid and wood. As
their influence grew, they established long trade
routes that were impractical then. Another prime
example of hedging risk in trade came from the era
of 16th century when merchant of Venice
introduced the practice of factoring, a business
where merchant sells its receivable assets (i.e.
invoice) to a third party (called a factor) at a discount
to meet its current and immediate cash needs. This
practice is still prevalent within trade industry. We
are today on the cusp of another trade revolution,
led by a host of FinTech entrepreneurs where
companies are coming up with solutions to the
challenges like Bill of Lading dematerialization,
Multi-Bank access and even document preparation.
There are forms of risk that trade industry face
every day, a place where blockchain can play a very
important role. We face uncertainties like not
knowing whom we are dealing with, not having
visibility into a transaction and not having recourse
if things go wrong. Therefore, let us discuss each
of the above uncertainties.
Let us take first example on how we can better
know whom we are dealing with. Say one wants
to buy a hatchback car on an auto marketplace called
Droom. So what are the first few basic attributes
one looks forward to? Manufacturer, mileage per
liter of fuel. What is the success of the car in the
market since it was launched? How do industry
experts rate the vehicle and its after sales service?
All these are attestations about identities and
character that we cobble together today and use it
to lower the risk with whom we are dealing with.
It is true we finally get to know lot about the other
party of the business, but the fact is that we deal
with information which is deeply fragmented.
Blockchain on the other hand gives us an open,
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global platform where we can store attestation
about any individual from any source on one
platform. This created database is accessible to
everyone and cannot be tampered with. We may
call this platform more of a user-controlled portable
identity system. This platform also allows to
selectively revealing the set of attributes about us
that facilitates trade or interaction between two
parties. For instance, government issues us a
certificate of quality which is important for bagging
an order, cryptographic proof of existence of these
details could be produced and can be signed off
on. Now having this kind of portable identity
around the physical world and the digital world
brings a new and more efficient culture of human
trade.
As we have already discussed about blockchain
reducing risk associated with uncertainty in the
business of trade, let us explore how transparent
and fraud proof this system is. From consumer’s
point of view let us take an example of medicine,
something whose quality is of utmost importance
to a consumer. We would definitely like to know
whether the quality of medicine consumer ordered
is same as the one that is arriving by mail. We would
surely like to have access to some records that can
prove that no one ever tampered with the medicine
throughout the entire supply chain. This is not only
true with medicine but with many other kinds of
good, data or service like smartphone, luxury
goods, food whose quality consumer doesn’t want
to see diluted with. Now the problem is that many
companies, especially those that produce
smartphone have to deal with various vendors that
are even across the borders in the supply chain
system that is completely horizontal. Many of the
vendors who serve these biggies in the market don’t
have same kind of efficient infrastructure; therefore
it is hard to see whether a product has transparently
evolved over time? By using blockchain we can
drive out the distrust about the quality of the
product. Blockchain as a platform creates a shared
reality across non trusting entities. This simply
means that nodes in the network need not to know
each other to trust each other, because each node
which is a computer in the network has ability to
monitor or even validate the data in the chain for
itself. Think back the analogy of Wikipedia. It is a
database that we share, is open to view to anyone
and has multiple writers and rewriters at the same
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time, but end of the day it has one single truth.
Similarly, with the help of blockchain we can create
a decentralized database that possess the same
efficiency of monopoly without creating an
infrastructure called central authority. This gives
all vendors of all sort of companies an opportunity
to engage using same database without trusting one
another. In the process as real-world objects travel
along, we can see its digital certificate or token
(bitcoin) move on a blockchain, adding values as it
goes. The capabilities of this technology around
transparency and consensus for data validation will
greatly reduce the risk of documentary fraud. In
terms of visibility this whole new world brings lot
of transparency to the process of supply chain which
means a lot to consumers.
So we spoke first about how blockchain can help
us hedge identity risk in trading which was
followed by how much we as a consumer value
transparency in complex long distance trade. The
last kind of uncertainty members in the economy
often face is reneging. Let us say you bought a
smartphone from one of the sellers from across the
border, and after taking the money seller refuses
to meet the promise of delivering the smartphone
to you. Can you get your money back? Well, big
buyer would hire an expensive third party.
Alternative cheaper route is to use Blockchain that
allows us to write code and binding contracts
between individuals and then guarantee that those
contracts will bear out without a third party
enforcer. So if we look at the above example of
smartphone, one can think of an escrow. That is,
the buyer is only financing the smartphone, he will
not release the funds for the goods unless and until
he verifies that all required conditions have been
met. This reduces credit risk to almost zero.

Industry Application
BAJAJ Electricals Ltd who deals with lot of
suppliers had a very cumbersome process till few
months back. The entire vendor engagement
process involved confirmation of delivery by
BAJAJ, raising of physical bills from the vendors
and submission of invoice and transportation
documents to the bank for the payment.
Understanding the difficulty with the entire process,
the management of the company decided to go live
with the Blockchain. Application of this technology
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reduced the entire processing time from 5 days to
real time, streamlining the procurement and
reducing the operating and banking cost. Although
banks have been employed even in the case of
blockchain to pay the vendors, the development
cost of the running and maintaining this technology
is much lower than the existing use of third party
financial institution. In case of BAJAJ, the blockchain
is closed loop network consisting of BAJAJ, bank
and the set of vendors. This is a private blockchain
network, unlike many to many networked
Blockchain, and a live experiment of customization.
The industry that will see the maximum use of
this technology is commodity trading because the
transfer of ownership changes very quickly. The
culture in this industry being highly inefficient,
business players in this industry will increasingly
move to Smart Contract along with traditional
transactions within blockchain. Such contracts are
driven by automatically executed terms of contract
that come into effect when trigger event occurs.
If we pick any industry, this technology is
poised to challenge it, creating prosperous world
for those who create value. We all know how
disastrous music industry was for musicians. They
used to have most of the value taken away by the
big labels. Songwriters and musicians were left with
crumbs in the era of technology companies. What
if we see music industry distributing app on
blockchain, where a songwriter prevents the misuse
of his/her song with a smart contract specifying
how it is to be used? Now it is not a pipe dream,
Imogen Heap, a brilliant British singer-songwriter,
a best selling recording artist, who is now a part of
creating Mycelia. Mycelia is working with an
amazing firm called Consensus system, which is a
blockchain developer and works all around the
world. Consensus platform is using Ethereum
Platform; it is one of the blockchain. Imogen Heap
has already posted in internet through this
technology; she believes that entire music industry
will welcome this whole new paradigm where
musicians get compensated for the value that they
create.
It is time we prepare ourselves for this whole
new system of distributed, autonomous and
transparent system for exchanging values.
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BOOKS
Trade and Innovation: Policy Options for
A New Innovation Landscape
by John M. Curtis (on behalf of the E15 Expert
Group on Trade and Innovation), Policy
Options Paper, co-published by International
Centre for Trade and Sustainable
Development (ICTSD) and World Economic
Forum, January 2016.

T HE

interconnection between trade and
innovation is one of mutual reinforcement and this
two-way relationship has become the subject of
growing attention among experts and practitioners. With the innovation process increasingly
organized in global networks and value chains
across borders, innovation, trade, investment and
industrial policies are now more closely intertwined and their interface is in need of a fresh look.
Many countries are actively pursuing ambitious
innovation policies to boost their competitiveness.
Research and development activities, both
public and private, are becoming more
transnational in nature. At the same time, societies
across continents are in growing need of deploying
and adapting new technologies and building
innovative capacities to effectively address
sustainable development challenges, including the
environment, food security and public health. Yet
innovation affects countries at separate rungs on
the development ladder differently. Distinct policy
tools (and their application) intended to encourage
innovation and facilitate its dissemination and
absorption will be appropriate in diverse situations.
Against this background, the present paper
assesses whether current trade regulatory
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frameworks, in particular WTO agreements,
adequately support innovation as a policy objective
in the context of the knowledge economy and the
digital environment. It then converges around
recommendations in six broad categories of
possible policy change: global rules on digital trade;
new rules to expand the movement of people to
pursue innovation opportunities; revised rules on
internationally agreed and targeted research
subsidies in areas of recognized global public
concern; a concerted move to establish international
standard-setting on the basis of open and global
collaboration; an internationally coordinated
approach to trade secrets; and steps to improve
innovation-related data collection.
It concludes by submitting different approaches
to innovation and trade system reform and by
identifying a set of research gaps that deserve further
analysis at the intersection between innovation, trade
and sustainable development.

Better, Faster, Stronger: Global
Innovation and Trade Liberalization
by Federica Coelli, Andreas Moxnes, Karen
Helene Ulltveit-Moe, NBER Working Paper
No. 22647, Issued in September 2016, NBER
Program(s): ITI

THIS

paper estimates the effect of trade policy
during the Great Liberalization of the 1990s on
innovation in over 60 countries using international
firm-level patent data. The empirical strategy
exploits ex-ante differences in firms’ exposure to
countries and industries, allowing us to construct
firm-specific measures of tariffs. This provides a
source of variation that enables us to establish the
causal impact of trade policy on innovation. Our
results suggest that trade liberalization has
economically significant effects on innovation and,
ultimately, on technical change and growth.
According to our estimates, about 7 per cent of
the increase in knowledge creation during the 1990s
can be explained by trade policy reforms.
Furthermore, we find that the increase in patenting
reflects innovation, rather than simply more
protection of existing knowledge. Both improved
market access and more import competition
contribute to the positive innovation response to
trade liberalization.
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NEWS
New Industrial Policy to Focus on
Making India A Manufacturing Hub
T HE Department of Industrial Policy and

Promotion, Ministry of Commerce and Industry
initiated the process of formulation of a new
Industrial Policy in May 2017.
The last Industrial Policy announced in 1991,
India has transformed into one of the fastest
growing economies in the world. With strong
macro-economic fundamentals and several
pathbreaking reforms in the last three years, India
is equipped to deploy a different set of ideas and
strategies to build a globally competitive Indian
industry. The new Industrial Policy will subsume
the National Manufacturing Policy.
A consultative approach has been taken for
industrial policy formulation wherein six thematic
focus groups and an online survey on DIPP website
have been used to obtain inputs. Focus groups,
with members from government departments,
industry associations, academia, and think tanks
have been set up to delve deep into challenges faced
by the industry in specific areas.
The six thematic areas include Manufacturing
and MSME; Technology and Innovation; Ease of
Doing Business; Infrastructure, Investment, Trade
and Fiscal Policy; and Skills and Employability for
the Future. A Task Force on Artificial Intelligence
for India’s Economic Transformation has also been
constituted which will provide inputs for the
policy.
It is proposed that the new Industrial Policy
will aim at making India a manufacturing hub by
promoting ‘Make in India’. It will also suitably
incorporate the use of modern smart technologies
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such as IOT, artificial intelligence and robotics for
advanced manufacturing.
Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, Minister of State
(independent charge) for Commerce & Industry
will hold consultations with stakeholders, including
industry captains, think tanks and State
governments in Chennai, Guwahati and Mumbai.
The Industrial Policy is likely to be announced in
October 2017.
(http://kashmirreader.com 30 August 2017)

Australian Business Delegation to
Visit India
THE second Australia Business Week in India
(ABWI) arranged by the Australian Trade and
Investment Commission will be attended by
business leaders, Keith Pitt, Australia’s assistant
Minister for trade, tourism and investment, Luke
Hartsuyker, the assistant Minister to the deputy
Prime Minister of Australia and Karen Andrews,
the assistant Minister for vocational education and
skills.
More than 50 business events and activities such
as seminars, round tables and site visits with Indian
businesses, industry and government will take
place across six cities: New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata,
Bhopal, Bengaluru and Hyderabad.
Commenting about the event, Leonie Muldoon,
Senior Trade & Investment Commissioner – South
Asia at the Australian Trade & Investment
Commission, said “Australia Business Week in
India is a significant platform which can be
leveraged by Australian businesses to take a closer
look at what India has to offer and to engage with
potential partners and customers in specific areas
of mutual business opportunity.”
“The sheer size and breadth of the delegation
across multiple industry sectors makes it an
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important step in Australia’s ongoing efforts to
further enhance the trade, investment and
education relationship with India,” Leonie
Muldoon added.
India is Australia’s 9th largest partner with
two-way trade and services of A$20.7 billion and
its fifth largest export market, with total exports
of A$11.1 billion. Total Indian investment in
Australia is nearly A$13.5 billion (up from A$600
mn. in 2006), while total Australian investment in
India is over A$ 10.3 billion.
Leonie Muldoon further commented,
“Australia has strong capabilities which can help
India better utilise its natural resources, increase
food and energy security, and cater to the
aspirations of its demography and increasingly
affluent population. India is looking for ways to
address its growth challenges, and improve its
innovation output. Australia’s smart infrastructure
capabilities, world-class services sector & education
system and strong innovation credentials can
support India’s economic growth.”
(http://everythingexperiential.businessworld.in
29 August 2017)

FICCI Leading 25 Companies
Strong Indian Trade and
Technology Led Business
Delegation to Kigali, Rwanda
THE Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce
and Industry (FICCI) is leading a 25 companies
strong Indian trade and technology led business
delegation to Kigali, Rwanda during 22-25 August
2017, which also includes the Council of Scientific
& Industrial Research (CSIR).

The visit follows the recent successful launch
of the India-Rwanda Innovation Growth
Programme (IRIGP). The program was launched
in February this year as part of the visit of then
Vice President of India Hamid Ansari to Rwanda.
IRIGP is a first of its’ kind initiative between the
Department of Science & Technology (DST),
Government of India; the Federation of Indian
Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) and
the National Industrial Research and Development
Agency (NIRDA), Government of the Republic of
Rwanda. It aims to address the socio-economic
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needs of Rwanda by linking the Rwandan
enterprises with cutting-edge Indian technologies
and innovations; ultimately creating a mutuallybeneficial ecosystem. Through a wide outreach
campaign in India, IRIGP has received an
enthusiastic response from over 200 Indian
entrepreneurs willing and able to take their
innovations global in wide-ranging focus sectors
from agriculture, packaging and food processing
to renewable energy and ICT.
The delegation visit this is being supported by
the Rwanda Development Board (RDB), Private
Sector Foundation (PSF), National Industrial
Research and Development Agency (NIRDA),
Indian Embassy in Rwanda as well as other
Chambers of Commerce and Trade Bodies in
Rwanda. Indian technologies/innovations will be
showcased at the 20th Rwanda International Trade
Fair (RITF), a multi-sectoral trade event which is
being organized by the Private Sector Federation
(PSF) in partnership with the Ministry of Trade,
Industry and East African Community Affairs
(MINEACOM) at Gikondo Expo Grounds, Kigali,
Rwanda during 22 August–6 September 2017.
Through their presence at RITF, the delegates seek
to establish, build and develop contacts and
business ideas with the local Rwandan
counterparts. Additionally, over the course of the
next few days, the delegation would also be
participating in an India-Rwanda Business Forum,
B2B meetings, interactions with senior government
officials and industry visits.
The visit continues to strengthen the bilateral
relationship between the two nations with a focus
on the key pillars of science, technology, innovation
and entrepreneurship. Clare Akamanzi, CEO of
Rwanda Development Board (RDB) and a Cabinet
Member, inaugurated the India Rwanda Business
Forum under the aegis of the India Rwanda
Innovation Growth Programme (IRIGP) on 22
August 2017 in Kigali. Twenty-five delegates
representing a variety of companies across sectors
excelling in technology and innovation led
businesses attended from India. Ms. Akamanzi said
she was confident of the validated Indian
technologies, adding “if they work in India, they
will work in Rwanda”. Welcoming the delegation
and the unique IRIGP, Ms. Akamanzi said Rwanda
had a special partnership with India, and
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particularly thanked FICCI for having worked
with the Rwanda government and Private Sector
Federation over the years. She complimented the
12-month cyclic IRIGP and looked forward to the
matched India-Rwanda enterprises creating impact
development in Rwanda.
Dr. Joseph Mungarulire, Director General,
National Industrial Research and Development
Agency (NIRDA), Ministry of Industry, Trade and
East African Community Affairs, welcomed the
Indian delegates, Rwanda government
representatives and Rwanda Private Sector
Federation and its members at the inauguration.
Dr. Mungarulire said, “IRIGP represented a unique
programme that could deliver impact development
across sectors”, adding the Programme offers
existing enterprises and start-ups the opportunity
to acquire appropriate technologies for
competitiveness and to scale. Harkesh Mittal,
Adviser, Member Secretary, National Science and
Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board
(NSTEDB), Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India quoted, “The India-Rwanda
Innovation Growth Programme is a first of kind
initiative based on technology collaboration for
shared prosperity. Since its launch in February this
year, the Programme has progressed at an
impressive speed with proactive support from
National Industrial Research and Development
Agency (NIRDA) in Rwanda. An overwhelming
response has been received from over 230 Indian
companies desirous of scaling their innovative
solutions to Rwanda in response to the technology
needs shared by Government of Rwanda.”
Dr. A. Didar Singh, Secretary General, FICCI
stated, “The IRIGP demonstrates a strong
commitment from both sides to strengthen
collaboration based on Science, Technology and
Innovation. The Programme provides new
international markets to Indian businesses and at
the same time builds entrepreneurial opportunities
for Rwandan entities with an end aim of socioeconomic development of both nations.” Nirankar
Saxena, Assistant Secretary General, FICCI shared,
“The response from Indian companies both for the
IRIGP and the visiting delegation strongly indicate
the interest of Indian businesses to scale in Rwanda
by partnering with entrepreneurs in Rwanda. We
are confident that the Programme will rapidly scale
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to other regions of Africa.” Munish Gupta, Adviser
of IRIGP, and among the founders of the
Programme, thanked the Government of Rwanda
and CEO RDB for the deep involvement and rapid
progress in the Programme in just six months. Shri
Gupta said the first results of the Programme will
be delivered by December with the matched and
skilled India-Rwanda enterprises.
(http://www.financialexpress.com 25 August 2017)

India, Israel Launch 5-year Tech
Fund to Further Business Ties
I NDIA and Israel have launched a five-year

technology fund, reminiscent of a fund that boosted
the Jewish state’s ties with US over four decades,
and agreed to hold talks for an investment
protection treaty in a bid to boost trade and
business ties.

A joint statement, issued during Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi’s unprecedented visit to Israel,
identified start-ups as among areas for boosting
bilateral ties.
The two nations agreed to put US$4 million a
year for five years into the Israel India Innovation
Initiative Fund, or I4F, said the statement issued
after Shri Modi’s talks with his Israeli counterpart,
Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu.
The MoU, between the Indian Department of
Science & Technology and the National Authority
for Technological Innovation of Israel, “will play a
seminal role in enabling Indian and Israeli
enterprises to undertake joint R&D projects leading
to development of innovative technologies and
products that have potential for commercial
application,” it said.
Besides getting Israeli technology firms to
invest in India, the fund aims to spur Indian firms
to open development centres in the Jewish state
and invest in their technology ecosystem.
Shri Modi and Mr. Netanyahu “underlined the
need to boost bilateral cooperation in innovation
and entrepreneurship and called for greater
collaboration in the field of start-ups,” it said.
The Israel-US Binational Industrial Research
and Development Fund, the model for I4F, has
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invested in almost 1,000 projects since 1977, helping
generate US$10 billion in indirect and direct
revenue.
“The two prime ministers agreed that
negotiations would be conducted on an agreement
for the protection of investments in order to
encourage bilateral investments from both sides,”
the joint statement said.
Indo-Israel trade has grown from about
US$200 million in 1992, when they established
diplomatic ties, to nearly US$4.2 billion last year.
“The two prime ministers noted the
importance of realizing the full potential of bilateral
trade and investment. They tasked the India-Israel
CEO forum to come up with early
recommendations in this regard,” the statement
said.
Recognizing the importance of facilitating
movement of business-person, India and Israel
underlined their expectation that the granting of
multiple entry visas to business people for up to
five years will encourage greater economic and
commercial exchanges.
(http://www.moneycontrol.com 6 July 2017)

‘Israeli-Indian Trade on the Rise’
TRADE between Israel and India has jumped leaps

and bounds in recent years, climbing 2,000 per cent
since the countries formalized relations 25 years
ago, the Economy Ministry reported on
Wednesday.
Ahead of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
highly anticipated visit to Israel next week, the
ministry published a variety of figures on IsraelIndia trade – which have risen from $200 million
in 1992 to $4.167 billion in 2016. In the past decade
alone, Israel’s exports to India have risen a total of
about 60 per cent, despite a slight decrease last
year, according to the data.
“India is a major and important export
destination for the development of Israeli export,”
said Israel's Economy Minister Eli Cohen. “The
tightening of political relations with India and the
historic visit of the Prime Minister of India to Israel
will lead, beyond defense exports, to increased
deals in commerce and services as well.”
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Among the delegates will be 15 senior
executives of Indian companies – such as Wipro,
Reliance, Adani, Tata, Jain, Infosys and Mahindra
– who will take part in the founding of a joint forum
for CEOs from both countries, a statement from
the ministry said.
Members of the delegation, alongside Israeli
innovators and investors, are expected to promote
new business partnerships and expand existing
collaborative activity over the course of the visit,
the statement continued. In addition, Shri Modi is
slated to attend a breakthrough Israeli innovation
exhibition, visit sites using the latest water and
agriculture technologies and sign an agreement to
promote R&D cooperation between Israeli and
Indian companies, the ministry said.
In 2016, India was ranked ninth among
Israel’s export destinations, which the ministry
attributed to a significant warming in bilateral
relations that has taken place in recent years.
Collaborative activity has grown in a variety of
sectors, including agriculture, science, health, IT,
telecommunications and industry. Both parties,
according to the ministry, are eager to further
partnership ventures in areas like water
technologies and smart cities.
India is Israel’s second-largest trading partner
in Asia, second only to China, the ministry
statement said. Israel has been negotiating a
comprehensive free trade agreement with India
since 2010, the statement added.
“Shri Modi’s government is working to
improve the efficiency of bureaucracy in India,
while removing barriers to the activity of
international companies, including Israeli
companies,” Mr. Cohen said.
“There is an opportunity here at a time when
the Indian economy is becoming a prime target
market with more than 1.3 billion consumers, of
which about 300 million residents belong to the
middle- and upper-middle class and have
purchasing power that is no less than that of the
middle class in Western economies.”
A variety of Israeli companies have also already
established representative offices or even
manufacturing plants in India, including Teva,
Netafim, Check Point, Amdocs, Magic Software,
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Ness Technologies, Israel Aerospace Industries,
Elbit, Verint, Mobileye and HP Indigo, according
to the ministry.

Among India’s neighbours, Sri Lanka took the
90th spot whereas Nepal was at 109th. Pakistan
came in at 113 followed by Bangladesh at 114.

“The Economy and Industry Ministry – by
means of the Foreign Trade Administration and
of three economic delegations in India – is helping
Israeli exporters break into the Indian market,
which, despite its complexities and challenges,
undoubtedly has enormous economic and
commercial potential,” Cohen said.

As demonstrated in the GII for some years,
India has consistently outperformed on innovation
relative to its GDP per capita. Recently, it made
important strides in innovation input and output
performance, the report said. It highlighted the
continual improvement of India in terms of
investment, tertiary education, quality of its
publications and universities, its ICT services
exports and innovation clusters.

(http://www.jpost.com 28 June 2017)

India Becomes World’s 60th Most
Innovative Country, China at 22nd
Spot: Report
INDIA has moved up six places to the 60th spot

among 130 nations on the Global Innovation Index
(GII) 2017, emerging as the top-ranked economy
in Central and South Asia.
Switzerland, Sweden, the Netherlands, the US
and UK retained their top spots as the mostinnovative countries.
The index, co-authored by Cornell University,
INSEAD and World Intellectual Property
Organization, shows India’s rise as an emerging
innovation centre in Asia, although the country
ranks far behind China which occupied the 22nd
spot.
In a statement, the Ministry of Commerce &
Industry said: “India improved its innovation rank
to reach 66th position last year from 81st (in 2015).
This improvement in India’s rank came after 5
years of continuous drop in its ranking”.
Recognizing India’s potential to reach great
heights in innovation and creativity, a task force
on innovation was set up on the direction of
Commerce and Industries Minister Smt. Nirmala
Sitharaman, the official statement said.
The report, however, said that India’s rise has
benefited several of its neighbouring countries.
“Opportunities have emerged to leverage the
rise of new East Asia Innovation Tigers, fostering
deeper regional innovation networks and
benefiting from the rise of India,” the report noted
in its findings.
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It is to be hoped that India will continue on
this trajectory, with innovation investments
leading to more and more dynamic R&D-intensive
firms that are active in patenting, high-technology
production, and exports, the report noted.
“The Task Force on Innovation had the
mandate of assessing India’s position as an
innovative country, suggest measures to enhance
the innovation ecosystem in India and thus
improve India’s ranking in the GII.
“The Team, comprising of government officials
and experts from private organizations and
academia, has come up with its report which gives
specific measures to improve India’s rank,” the
Commerce Ministry statement said. In 2017,
Switzerland leads the rankings for the seventh
consecutive year, with high-income economies
taking 24 of the top 25 spots, except China which
in 2016, became the first-ever middle income
economy in the top 25.
“Public policy plays a pivotal role in creating
an enabling environment conducive to innovation.
Since the last two years, we have seen important
activities around the GII in India like the formation
of India’s high-level task force on innovation and
consultative exercises on both innovation policy
and better innovation metrics,” CII Director
General Chandrajit Banerjee said.
Each year, the GII surveys some 130 economies
using dozens of metrics, from patent filings to
education spending, providing decision-makers a
high-level look at the innovative activity that
increasingly drives economic and social growth.
(http://www.news18.com 15 June 2017)
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Switzerland Still Top UN
Innovation Ranking but Emerging
Markets Climbing
EMERGING markets are climbing up the ranks of
the world’s most innovative nations, an annual UN
survey has showed, although wealthy Western
countries led by Switzerland still dominate the top
spots.

The annual UN survey of 128 countries showed
China rose three spots to 22nd place on the list, far
ahead of other developing countries.
Switzerland has topped the list every year
since 2011, followed this year by Sweden, the
Netherlands, the United States and the United
Kingdom, while the United Arab Emirates, Vietnam
and Kuwait were some of the biggest risers.
“Switzerland is the gold medallist once again,
and that’s seven years running, so that’s quite an
outstanding performance,” Francis Gurry, head of
the UN World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), told a news conference.
The Global Innovation Index is produced
jointly by WIPO and two business schools INSEAD and the SC Johnson College of Business
at Cornell University, and seeks to shed light on
countries’ competitiveness based on 81
indicators.
“What’s important for us is to see the gaps in
the scores,” said Soumitra Dutta, dean of Cornell
Business School.
One country, India, was taking that lesson
seriously, creating its own state-level index to try
to create competition for investment and spur
innovation nationally, he added.
India rose six places to 60th in this year’s
rankings, the 10th edition, outperforming relative
to its economic strength for the seventh year
running. But it remained badly let down by its
bureaucracy and infrastructure.
China’s weak spots included tertiary
education, the regulatory environment, creative
media and protection of minority investors. But in
many areas, such as high-tech exports, industrial
design and business sophistication, it punched far
above its weight.
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The index takes in factors including political
environment, education, infrastructure and
business sophistication. This year’s report also
reviews the state of innovation in agriculture and
food systems across sectors and geographies.
Mr. Gurry said it was premature to gauge
what impact President Donald Trump’s policies
and Britain’s decision to leave the European
Union might have on their rankings, but
international openness was key to fostering
innovation.
“Will the tendencies that are out there for
protectionism have an impact on that? Regrettably
perhaps for today’s purposes it’s too early to say
but it’s something that we should be very concerned
about,” he said.
(http://www.business-standard.com/article 15 June 2017)

Innovators Share Ideas at IndiaCommonwealth SME Trade
Summit
THE two-day India-Commonwealth SME Trade

Summit at Delhi provided a platform to MSMEs
from Commonwealth countries to exchange ideas
on Technology and Innovation.

On the day two of the Summit, there was a
special session on Technology and Innovation in
which experts and entrepreneurs from
Commonwealth countries presented their
innovative ideas and shared their success stories.
Punjab based entrepreneur Jaskeerat Singh,
CEO, Cramat, shared his success journey for
launching Cramat, a mobile based cloud app.
Sharing his innovation idea, Mr Singh said
“Cramat”—the mobile based app innovated by
his company uses high security geotagged picture
to capture evidence of whatever is happening
and can be transmitted in real time using cloud
technology.
He said Cramat has been launched in several
states by chief ministers and has been applauded
by the experts.
“We have several clients who have used this
app for evidence capturing of field operations and
also ensures zero misreporting. It has 3 metres of
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accuracy and in one click it can capture picture,
location and time. The app is tamper proof”, he
said.
Elaborating on the usage of the app, he said it
can be used to monitor any type of constructions
and maintenance works, election campaigns,
etc.
Another innovator from Sri Lanka, Asiri De
Silva, Inventor, Deal Lanka, shared his successful
idea of manufacturing anti-pest mats.
Explaining the innovation to global audience,
he said it is a substitute for normal table mat and
it drives away pests like mosquitoes, cockroaches,
flies, rats, snails.
“We have used discarded CDs to manufacture
the product and it has no chemicals”, he said
adding it is eco-friendly and can be used for
outdoor purposes as well.
Many similar out of the box ideas were
presented by SMEs from Commonwealth countries
to which they bagged positive responses from
buyers and experts from different countries.
The Tanzanian SME Federation, which works
towards addressing the challenges of SMEs in
Tanzania, used the platform to link the SMEs from
their country with the buyers and suppliers from
other countries.
It said, “In sectors like garment, leather, textile
there is a need for linking SMEs from Tanzania
with SMEs from other countries.”
Tanzania SME Federation, which is a member
if India-Commonwealth SME Association, said the
Summit had provided the right platform to them
to collaborate with SMEs across Commonwealth
countries and be a part of global value chain.
One of the key roles that ICSA plays is
providing SMEs a reliable pool of suppliers from
which they can procure. The association can also
held in information sharing between SMEs from
across Commonwealth countries.
The Commonwealth Secretariat, London,
facilitated the launch of ICSA in June 2016.
This was the first India-Commonwealth SME
Trade Summit. There were over 300 business
delegations from India and from across the
Commonwealth countries that were participating
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)

in the event to explore and extend trade and
investment relations.
(http://menafn.com 31 May 2017)

Europe’s Companies Often Need
A Kick-Start for Innovation –
Prof. Luke Georghiou
EUROPE needs to demonstrate to many of its

companies the benefits of innovation, according to
Professor Luke Georghiou, the vice-president for
research and innovation at the University of
Manchester, UK.

You advised on the EU report The Economic
Rationale for Public R&I Funding and its
Impact. The report states that public research
funding should be used to kick-start marketcreating innovation, but is there any evidence
that this works?
‘Arguably only public funding can meet that
need, in the sense that most fundamental
technologies have originated in publicly funded
programmes. It still needs the entrepreneurial
insights of firms to match those to market
opportunities.’
Can you give an example?
‘People would give the arch example of a
company innovation to be the iPhone, but as the
economist Mariana Mazzucato has shown, at the
core of that are technologies developed in the
public sector, for example touch screens and GPS.
Another big example, of course, is the World
Wide Web originating in CERN (European
Organization for Nuclear Research). We could
(also) look at Magnetic Resonance Imaging
scanners, core to hospital diagnosis, which began
as scientific instruments in labs developed by
researchers.’
All of which are based on money coming from
governments?
‘Yes. So the underpinning knowledge base is
largely coming from government programmes, but
… the entrepreneurial insight to configure these
to match market needs, or public needs, is
generally coming from business.’
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Europe is great at generating research, but lags
behind other regions of the world when it
comes to successful new companies. What needs
to be done?
‘Quite often, the case is that we simply don’t
have enough companies with what we call
absorptive capacity. That is one of the key words
in the report. We have of course very many
companies, but if the companies are to use this
knowledge, they need to have the capability to
be able to take it and apply it to what they are
doing. That means typically companies that are
employing graduates, or people with doctorates,
who in turn are in networks with knowledge
creators both in their own firms and in other
companies.
‘I was responsible for an ERAC (European
Research Area and Innovation Committee) peer
review of the Spanish research and innovation
system, and one of our conclusions there was
that for Spain to progress they would have to
bring more companies into the innovation
ecosystem.’
When you say bring companies into an
‘Innovation Ecosystem’, What does that mean?
‘Let us think of a company that is currently
simply using off-the-shelf technologies,
equipment, business models, not innovating.
That is often because it is cut off from the
knowledge supply. So, what you might do is
have a scheme which subsidizes a doctoral
researcher to go and work on a company
problem. You create a job for them, but you also
give that company the capability not only of what
that person is doing for them, but all the
networks that they bring with them. Helping
them to develop links with key customers for
their innovations, public or private, is also
important.’
Why don’t market forces cause companies to
take on such a researcher anyway?
‘There are blockages in the system, through lack
of the diffusion of the business knowledge that is
needed to recognize that opportunity. Small firms
particularly have to deal with pressing day-to-day
challenges and can get locked into their present
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business models. The public policy job is to pump
prime change, to demonstrate the benefit. In the
UK, we have a very successful scheme called
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships, KTP, which
does that. It puts somebody in a company to work
on a problem, and almost always they are then kept
on.’
In order to bring companies into these
‘innovation ecosystems’, to stimulate the
development of these market-creating firms,
what does europe need to do?
‘One of the problems (to date) was that there
were a number of measures but they were all
separate from each other and not seen as a
concerted effort. So I believe that brigading them
under the brand of the European Innovation
Council (a proposal to reform how breakthrough
innovation is supported) is an important first step.
I would expect that whole area to be evolving, but
in the second half of Horizon 2020 (the EU’s
funding programme for research and innovation)
and beyond it.’
What evolution do you foresee?
‘One of the measures being proposed is direct
support for innovators on a grant funding basis,
but also seeking to develop synergies with
investors and co-funding with venture capital.
While most innovation policies require an element
of local delivery, there are also measures to make
Europe a more friendly place for innovation more
broadly.
‘A great deal can be achieved through creating
a friendlier market for innovation. Our firms tend
to be disadvantaged by the size of national
markets. So the more they can be seen to be
launching in a bigger market, with clearer
standards, common procurement requirements, the
more valuable their innovation becomes, and
therefore the more likely they are to attract
investment. There are virtuous circles to be
created.’
Where are we now, how innovative is europe,
how much progress has been made?
‘All over Europe there are really exciting
things going on. We have hubs particularly in
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cities which are being brilliantly innovative. We
have a strong science base, so the real challenge
is one of scale-up and growth. Allowing what
we have, that is good to grow to dominant
positions.
‘One of the key differentiations from the US
and China is that our most successful companies
have all been around a long time, whereas in
those countries, they are in a much greater state
of flux because of the growth of new firms who
challenge the status quo. We need an attention
shift. We are doing pretty well on starting things
and innovating, so the key question is how to
put the system around them that allows them to
scale up very fast and become global players.’
Interview by Ben Deighton.
(https://horizon-magazine.eu/ 29 May 2017)

Mining Companies Need
Innovation to Catch Up:
VCI Survey
A SURVEY conducted VCI, an Australia-based

consulting firm, has stated that the lagging Indian
mining firms need innovation to catch up with the
global scenario, according to a leading business
daily.
The survey said that some acute problems
jostle the growth of the Indian mining majors
such as land acquisition, forest, and
environmental issues.
In a bid to accomplish the vision of the
government, the companies themselves will have
to stand up, it said.
Almost 93 per cent Indian mining spearheads
believe that innovation in the mining sector is
crucial for a long-term run as against 59 per cent in
the United States and 62 per cent in Australia, it
also marked.
The NDA government led by Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi is undertaking various
initiatives to escalate the domestic production as
the mining industry is a major contributor to the
country’s GDP.
(http://www.indiainfoline.com/ 26 May 2017)
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‘A Lot of Innovation is Happening
in FinTech space’
ENORMOUS innovation in FinTech space is taking

place in India, says Andrew Vaz, Chief Innovation
Officer, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Ltd. Here he
shares with BusinessLine, Deloitte perspective of
current innovations happening in the country.
Where does India’s innovation figure amongst
global innovation?
From a Deloitte perspective, India is one of the
top innovation systems globally, in conjunction
with countries such as the US, Australia, the UK,
the Netherlands and Israel. There is a significant
ecosystem growing within India to serve its market
place. Now the Central government encouraging
‘Make in India’ some players should graduate into
the global marketplace.
How do you see ‘Make in India’ initiative
impacting or affecting various sectors?
It is certainly a driver for 3D printing and
additive manufacturing though such drives. We
should see increased investment by the financial
and venture capital community in India. This may
help the start-up sector and should be robust going
forward.
What is the innovation scene among the big
and small companies in India?
It is more defined by industry than size of
business. We see enormous activity in the FinTech
space across banking and financial services. Also
large conglomerates are leveraging areas like
blockchain and cognitive for a variety of use cases
from loyalty to trade chains. From an Industry
standpoint financial services is taking the lead, but
in areas like Robotic Process Automation (RPA),
we are also seeing enormous activity in the global
captive centres where increasingly back office
functions in human resources, finance and
operations are being replaced by software bots.
India has had a long history of IT. In your
view, what kind of innovation is expected to
drive it to the next level?
Given the strong history and talent assets, we
see innovation continuing but focussed on key
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exponential technologies including cognitive,
Robotic Process Automation (RPA), blockchain and
IOT with significant experimentation in a variety
of industries.
In IT innovation, what are the key areas
relevant for India?
Robotic Process and Cognitive Automation,
Blockchain, IoT and Machine Learning (AI /
Cognitive).
How is Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu strategizing
innovation relevant for India?
We believe that businesses worldwide will be
facing a new paradigm of disruption brought up
by digital transformation. In such a scenario, India
serves both as a test market for the world, giving
the large volume of the middle class and its buying
power, and at the same time serves as talent hot
bed for new ecosystems to evolve. In addition,
Deloitte focuses on areas which would be relevant
across the world, especially for its global clients,
and India forms a critical part of that narrative.
Interview by Anil Urs.
(http://www.thehindubusinessline.com/ 22 May 2017)

APEC Economies Seek to
Promote Trade and Innovation
R EPRESENTATIVES from APEC member

economies gathered at a symposium in Hanoi on
May 19 to share experience in promoting trade and
innovation and explore activities that APEC can
undertake to boost innovative growth in the
region.
The APEC Symposium on Trade and Innovation
is held as part of the APEC Ministers Responsible
for Trade (MRT) Meeting.

“Being aware of both opportunities and
challenges that innovation results in, APEC member
economies have made great efforts in pursuing
innovation to foster sustainable and innovative
growth,” the minister added.
He cited that in 2014, APEC leaders declared
the APEC Accord on Innovative Development,
Economic Reform and Growth that underscores
innovative development through promoting
cooperation in science and innovation; facilitate
voluntary
transfer,
dissemination
and
commercialization of technology; promote the use
and commercialization of intellectual property and
ensure IPR protection and enforcement; and
improve the environment for innovation.
Also, the 2015 APEC Strategy for Strengthening
Quality Growth reiterates innovation as one of
most important drivers of economic growth in the
APEC region, he added.
So as to make this a reality, economies need to
facilitate freer flows of capital, people, ideas,
technologies, goods, and services across borders
in ways that promote competition, he noted.
Apart from wise approaches to trade and
investment, it is also important for governments
to embrace critical core innovation principles to lay
the tracks for businesses to run on, he said, adding
based on the sound policies, businesses can harness
all their capability and sources to foster innovation
and develop.
During the event, delegates shared their
experience and insights into the importance and
impacts of trade and investment in promoting
innovation through various means.

In his opening remarks, Vietnamese Minister
of Industry and Trade Tran Tuan Anh highlighted
that trade, among other important enablers, plays
a very essential role in determining one economy’s
innovation policy and strategies.

They are to discussed the roles of trade policies
in creating an environment that enable innovation
and other enablers of innovation such as financial
markets, education systems, effective policies for
research and development, efficient, science-based
and international harmonized regulatory systems,
and protection of intellectual property rights, and
taxation.

In return, innovation in general and innovation
commercialization in particular contribute to
promoting trade among economies, which reflects
an intertwined and reciprocal relation between
trade and innovation, he said.

A dialogue was held between trade ministers
and the business community on how trade and
other policies can be used to help provide the
enabling conditions for innovation, and how
governments can help promote the commerciali-
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zation of innovation in APEC economies, especially
developing ones.
(http://en.vietnamplus.vn 19 May 2017)

Technology Will Be A Key Driver
of India’s Growth: Niti Aayog CEO
W ITH India embracing applications of

technologies at an accelerated pace, digital
transactions will be done through mobile wallets
and biometric modes and credit and debit cards
as also ATMs were set to disappear, Niti Aayog
CEO Amitabh Kant has said.

economy that would attract investments and
growth and make India a hub of economic
engagements par excellence.”
Stating that there is energy and dynamism in
the young start-up sector, he said that India has
become the centre of innovation in many ways.
“Around 1500 companies have located their
innovation centres in Hyderabad and Bangalore...
India is the centre of frugal engineering.”
Shri Kant also said India would see a lot of
urbanization in the times to come and technology
would play a key role in this.

“Technology will be a key driver of India’s
growth,” Shri Kant said while launching the Trade
and Investment Facilitation Services (TIFS) of the
PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(PHDCCI) in Delhi.

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Amar Sinha,
Secretary (Economic Relations) in the Ministry of
External Affairs, said that it was healthy sign that
states were competing with each other in terms of
growth.

“Physical banking in India is almost dead and
it is adopting pervasive technologies with such an
accelerated pace that in next three to four years,
the digital transactions would move through mobile
wallet and biometric modes,” he said. “Credit
cards, debit cards and ATMs will disappear.”

But he advised Indian industries to look
outside as there were huge opportunities lying
there.

Shri Kant said that India was growing 7.6 per
cent annually in the midst of a very barren economic
landscape across the world.
“The population in America and Europe will
keep getting older while that of India will keep
getting younger,” he said.
In terms of ease of doing business, he said that
in the last year “we scrapped 1200 laws”.
Stating that India was larger than 24 European
countries, Shri Kant said that states should appear
as champions of growth.
He declared that India would continue to
globalize and dismantle rules and regulations that
adversely affected inbound investments. It would
also create conditions for expansion of its economy.
“Despite (US President Donald) Trump talking
of protectionism (of US economy), there is no talk
of protectionism here,” the Niti Aayaog CEO said.
“India believes in globalization and it will
continue to globalize and shall never talk of
protectionism. As a result, it will emerge as an
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“There are new opportunities in Africa and
the Gulf,” he said, adding that India’s focus
would be on energy and food security and
manufacturing.
Canadian High Commissioner to India Nadir
Patel, who was also present, said that India-Canada
bilateral ties were at the highest point.
He attributed this to Prime Ministers Narendra
Modi and Justin Trudeau “connecting well” with
each other.
But he lamented that two-way trade between
India and Canada stood at only $8 billion and said
that this has to increase.
US Acting Deputy Chief de Mission George N.
Sibley said that India-US cooperation would help
the whole world.
“We have held two government-to-government
strategic commercial dialogues,” Sibley said. “We
consider the prosperity of India is in our national
interest.”
PHDCCI President Gopal Jiwarajka said that
the newly launched TIFS would provide a valuable
and qualitative aid to international investment in
India.
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He said that TIFS would provide a secure and
personalized single entry point to all trade and
investment related information in the Indian
economy, which has the potential to become a $100billion investment destination by 2022.
(http://www.business-standard.com 1 April 2017)

India, Rwanda Sign Three
Agreements to Boost
Bilateral Relations
INDIA and Rwanda have signed three agreements

during the visit of Shri Hamid Ansari, then Vice
President to boost bilateral relations that include
establishment of an entrepreneurship development
center in Kigali. According to the Memorandum
of Understandings signed between Rwanda and
India, Rwanda Air will soon begin services to
India, and the two countries will mutually exempt
visa requirements for diplomatic and official
passport holders. Rwandan Prime Minister
Anastase Murekezi said the MoUs will boost
economic and business ties with India. “We have
54 years of fruitful bilateral relationship. Rwanda
and India share important ties and we are
committed to make this relationship grow
stronger,” Mr Murekezi said. Shri Ansari, who was
on a five-day tour to Rwanda and Uganda,
launched an innovation growth programme and
addressed business leaders and experts from the
two countries.
He said Rwanda offers a “wonderful platform”
to Indian partners to enhance their presence in
other parts of Africa and emphasized India was
“ready to work” with partners in Rwanda and the
larger African continent in “transferring our
experience” in building an innovation-driven
economy. “India-Rwanda Innovation Growth
Program is being launched to expand ties in Science,
Technology and Innovation. After this pilot project,
the program is proposed to be implemented in the
East African community in seven countries and will
then be scaled up to seven other economic zones
across Africa,” he said.
Under the program, 20 Indian technologies and
innovations are to be adopted over a period of
two years. “The program aims at creating an
ecosystem wherein Indian innovations and
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technology enterprises will thrive and encourage
business ventures from both sides,” Shri Ansari
said, adding that it was an “exciting prospect” to
see the captains of trade and industry from Rwanda
stand alongside the Indian business community and
innovators.
“This portends well for the future of RwandaIndia commercial and economic relations,” he said.
Prime Minister Murekezi attended the event
organized by Rwanda Development Board, the
Private Sector Federation of Rwanda and the
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce &
Industry (FICCI).
(http://www.financialexpress.com 21 February 2017)

Trade Protectionism “Kills”
Innovation and Productivity
COUNTRIES that embrace protectionism and block

free trade risk killing their own innovation,
productivity and industries, according to Sir
Lockwood Smith, the New Zealand High
Commissioner to the UK.
He told London Business School (LBS) students
that protectionism also threatens competition,
forcing companies to buy goods and services at
home rather than import them for potentially
cheaper rates if trading in a free market.
“If you want to destroy an industry, protect
it,” he said when speaking at the LBS student-led
event ‘Leadership, international trade and politics:
an evening with Sir Lockwood Smith’. “I promise
you, you will destroy it eventually because you
kill innovation and productivity.”
New Zealand’s former International Trade
Minister added that trade liberalization had
improved the lives of so many in the past two
decades. “In the 20 years leading up to 2008, the
world raised more people out of poverty than any
other time in history. It was driven by global trade,
which, I would argue, is the absolute lifeblood of
prosperity.”
Protectionism is a hot topic as US President
Donald Trump promises to put America first when
negotiating trade deals with other nations.
Since taking office, Mr Trump has withdrawn
the US from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a
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trade alliance involving 12 countries including
Canada, Australia, Japan, Malaysia and Vietnam.
He has also threatened to impose huge tariffs on
US companies that move abroad.
Sir Lockwood Smith’s experience as New
Zealand’s trade minister confirmed his belief that
trade liberalization leads to economic prosperity.
He signed China up to the World Trade
Organization and helped lay the foundations for
talks over establishing the TPP.
In 2008, New Zealand signed a free trade deal
with China. The deal exceeded the New Zealand
treasury’s growth forecast by 11 times, according
to Sir Lockwood Smith.
“Getting rid of tariffs is one benefit of free trade
agreements, but it’s probably not the greatest,” he
said. “Free trade agreements might open markets,
but the greatest benefit is the way it opens the
minds of your business people to what’s possible.”
(https://www.london.edu 31 January 2017)

India Innovation Index to Measure
Performance of Indian States
THE World Economic Forum, NITI Aayog, the

World Intellectual Property Organization and the
Cornell University will work together to develop
an India Innovation Index that will provide impetus
to Indian states to drive the innovative spirit.
“Prime Minister Modi believes that competitive
and cooperative federalism is key to India’s
progress. This index will encourage states to
compete with each other and, in turn, lead to better
policies for inclusive growth,” said Amitabh Kant,
CEO of NITI Aayog.
Each partnering organization will nominate a
working group member to work on the index. The
first ranking is expected to be released at the India
Economic Summit in New Delhi on 4-6 October
2017.

“We are delighted to collaborate on this index
and believe that it can move India to an innovationdriven economy. We want to identify and measure
the grassroots issues that affect innovation
capabilities,” said Viraj Mehta, Head of India and
South Asia, World Economic Forum.
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The index will be based on key pillars of
innovation and sub-indices that together will assist
in tailoring policies that promote inclusive growth.
The pillars include the strength of institutions,
capacity of human capital and research, supporting
infrastructure and the level of business
sophistication, among others.
“We are very excited to collaborate on this
and hope that this will further mobilize the
availability of new data for the Global Innovation
Index (GII) itself,” said Francis Gurry, DirectorGeneral of the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO).
The index will measure and rank the innovation
performance of all Indian states with the aim of
moving India towards an innovation-driven
economy.
The index “will spur competition and ensure
progress towards innovation at the local level in
India,” said Soumitra Dutta, co-editor of GII and
Dean, College of Business, Cornell University,
USA.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com 19 January 2017)

ARTICLES
Israel: A Land of Innovation and Creation
by Vaishali Dar, 29 August 2017.

“THE Israel Ministry of Tourism is interested in
promoting anything that brings in more tourists
to the country. From innovation, religion, medical
to education and international relation, we are
exploring all angles with travel agents to promote
Israel as a destination”, said Madah who was
recently in the capital.
“The city is very safe to travel especially for
students, visitors, women and children. Also,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s historic visit to
Israel has sparked a renewed interest among
Indians and the country wants to leverage this to
increase destination awareness. We have seen many
inquiries coming in. The indication from the
market is that it (visit of Shri Modi) has really
helped. We expect the growth to be significant
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in the next few months,” adds Madah, who
highlights how the destination has become one
sought after destination. “A land where religion
was created, technological innovations like pendrive, phone camera were invented and now a
startup nation, Israel is aptly called ‘The Land
of Creation’.”
Over 34,000 Indian tourists have travelled to
Israel till July 2017, marking a growth of 36 per
cent over the previous year. In June alone, Israel
witnessed an exponential growth of 79 per cent in
Indian arrivals compared to June 2016.
Targeting the Indian holiday planners through
the specially designed advertising campaign for
India, ‘Begin your journey to Israel now’ Madah
believes to yield even better results in 2018.
“India is an emerging travel market for Israel
and we are hopeful of it becoming one of our
key markets in the future which is evident in the
investments we are making here. We have
increased our marketing spends in the region
drastically in the last two years with an aim to
reach out to our target audience in India,” says
Madah.
Indian arrival figures to Israel have grown
from 34,900 in 2014 to 44,672 in 2016. From January
through March of this year, there is a growth of 49
per cent in the tourist arrivals to Israel from India
in the last two years.
Israel is a perfect getaway with pleasant
weather year-round and offers something for
everyone - be it adventure, history, culture, fashion,
nightlife, water activities and beaches too. Israel
is a compact country, and most locations are easily
accessible within a few hours by road. Apart from
visiting many iconic locations, Indian travellers
could experience the various art and cultural
festivities, including concerts, which are scheduled
all over the country throughout the year. Madah
highlights the facilities for business travellers.
“Convention centres located all over the country
are equipped with state of the art sound and A/V
equipment, lighting systems, offer multilingual
services and can be adapted for computer
presentations. The vibrant, modern and
cosmopolitan Tel Aviv is known for its beaches,
shopping and nightlife and is also home to many
trade shows year round.”
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While the holy city of Jerusalem is not only a
religious site where one can experience the contrast
between old world historical charm and modern
city living, but also hosts exhibitions and
conferences. The operators will also venture down
to the resort city of Eilat on the shores of the Red
Sea, with a host of hotels from luxury chains and
unique boutiques to Bedouin hospitality, the city
offers activities like shopping, scuba diving and
the Dolphin Reef all while offering unique sites for
conventions and exhibitions.
Jeeping, hiking or biking excursions in Timna
National Park, the Red Canyon or Mitzpeh Ramon
– the world’s largest natural crater can be enjoyable
for MICE activities. (For more information on
MICE activities in Israel, please visit www.goisraelconference-and-incentive.com)
So how is the hospitality industry shaping up
in Israel. “Most global hotel brands like Hilton,
IHG and Marriott, have established their
properties in all major cities in Israel including Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem, Eilat and in the Dead Sea region.
Israel also boasts some local hotel chains that can
be found in most cities across the country including
Isrotel, DAN Hotels, Fattal Hotels (Leonardo
Hotels), and unique housing options like zimmers
in the desert or at some wineries, kibbutz hotels
and Bedouin hospitality,” adds Madah as Israel
recorded 3 million tourist arrivals from all over
the world and the largest percentage of tourists
comes from the United States followed by France,
Russia, UK and Germany. “In Asia, India is the
second largest source market for Israel after China.
Overall, India ranks in the top 15 source markets
for Israel globally”, he says.
On the marketing front, Israel has created a
television commercial customized for the Indian
market under the slogan “Begin your Journey to
Israel now”, showcasing the some of the sites and
attractions of Israel. “We also have print and online
advertisements running simultaneously with the
TVC. The integrated media campaign continues to
be aimed at building awareness about Israel and
boosting travel. We conducted a three-city
roadshow in Chandigarh, Ahmedabad and
Hyderabad in February this year and will be
conducting more roadshow in addition to
independent training sessions in other Indian
cities. We also have joint promotions with
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selected trade partners in India. In additional to
this we will continue to conduct familiarization
trips for trade, MICE and media so they can have
a first-hand experience of the destination,” adds
Madah.
Although, Israel is a new destination for the
Indian traveller, the board has been working on
increasing destination awareness within the travel
trade fraternity as well as direct to consumer to
build curiosity and then encouragement to travel
to the destination. “Connectivity is another
challenge we were facing however this has been
addressed with Air India which will commence
service between New Delhi and Tel Aviv soon with
new routes,” Madah concluded.
(http://bwhotelier.businessworld.in)

Israel Keen to Dive into India’s Deep-Tech
Innovation Boom by Nilesh Christopher,
24 August 2017.

TRADE attaché of Israel in India Dr Shai Moses

wants Indian startups to leverage the positive
momentum in the Indo-Israel relationship by
collaborating with Israeli companies to bring about
deep technology innovation.
“Collaboration between Indian and Israeli
startups can bring about deep innovation, instead
of just service-based innovation,” said Dr Shai
Moses. “We will focus on machine learning (ML)
and artificial intelligence (AI) as a way to be in
touch with much more deep innovation in Indian
startups,” he said.
In 2013, the Indian and the Israeli
governments jointly set up the Karnataka (India)
- Israel Programme for Industrial R&D (KIRD),
a $40-million shared corpus offering financial
support for Indian startups in collaborative
industrial R&D ventures between the two
countries. The third call for application for the
programme was opened last month and goes on
till November.
“As compared to 2013, this time around the
startup ecosystem is very mature and we expect
more applicants,” he said. While the first call for
application resulted in companies getting funded
to jointly develop medical instruments, the second
went without any winners.
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Dr Moses said Israel also sees opportunity in
using cyber security solutions with IT integrators
(Wipro, Infosys, TCS and the like) to take the
solutions to their clients. Traditionally Israeli
startups are inclined towards developing IP-based
deep technology innovation which caught the
attention of foreign investors.
(http://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com)

Blockchain Gathers Steam in India by
Debeshi Gooptu, 7 August 2017.

THERE is a quiet revolution in the offing in India.

Blockchain technology, that has the promise to
become the next big thing in the country’s digital
landscape, has been gathering steam over the last
couple of years.
Global professional services provider EY
announced the launch of first EY Hackathon in
India focused on blockchain technology in
collaboration with Mumbai-based international
startup accelerator, Zone Startups. ”Most of the
blockchain work is taking place in the fintech space
in India,” says Ajay Ramasubramaniam, Director,
Zone Startups. “In August 2015, we hosted our and
perhaps India’s first blockchain hackathon –
HackCoin - and the kind of participation that we
saw was phenomenal. The kind of interest we saw
from corporates made us realize that we were onto
something big,” adds Mr Ramasubramaniam.
IT and services industry body Nasscom has
started a Special Interest Group (SIG) for
blockchain in the National Capital Region. This SIG
is primarily powered by BlockSmiths, a Delhi NCR
based firm that helps businesses leverage the
blockchain technology and Quatrro, a global fintech
service provider. The SIG will educate and inform
the public along with working on various
blockchain use cases in both fintech and non-fintech
industries.
Blockchain technology, based on concepts that
underpin crypto currencies like bitcoin, is fast
gaining pace in Asia’s third-largest economy.
According to a report by audit firm PwC, some 32
blockchain firms were founded in India in 2016. In
the years before that, just 23 were set up.
A blockchain is a continuously growing list
of records, called blocks, which are linked and
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secured using cryptography. Each block contains
typically a hash pointer as a link to a previous
block, a timestamp and transaction data. By design,
blockchains are inherently resistant to modification
of the data. Functionally, a blockchain can serve as
“an open, distributed ledger that can record
transactions between two parties efficiently and
in a verifiable and permanent way.”
According to Mr Ramasubramaniam, there are
applications around smart contracts for extending
financial services, digital identity, secure supply
chain, trade finance, international remittances to
name some robust examples. “While Bitcoins were
the first wave, we are now seeing applications being
developed leveraging blockchain’s main features
of transparency, security and a permanent record.
We are increasingly seeing an appetite from
governments and corporates alike, to learn and
know more about blockchain and identifying
robust use cases around it.”
A cybercrime professional, Shri Rohan Nagpal,
Co-Founder, Primechain Technologies had been
investigating cybercrimes & data breaches for
hundreds of organizations across many sectors aerospace, banking, defence, law & tax
enforcement, IT, manufacturing, media, medical,
pharmaceuticals, shipping, trading, transportation
- when he developed an interest in virtual
currencies. “I developed an interest in virtual
currencies in 2011 while investigating a case of
organized criminals using bitcoin. Since 2015, I have
been working extensively in the blockchain /
distributed ledger technology domain.”
Mr
Nagpal
co-founded
Primechain
Technologies Pvt. Ltd in August 2016 along with
his former colleague Shinam Arora. “We formed
Primechain with the mission of building
blockchains for a better world.”
Zone Startups has been working with
technology partners and blockchain infrastructure
providers in order to evangelize the developer
community. ”In terms of startups, we have been
seeing use cases being developed on the platform
but, most of it is very early stage and with limited
scope and use cases,” says Mr Ramasubramaniam.
Mr Nagpal believes that by 2020, blockchain
technology will enable massive social upliftment
and economic prosperity, the likes of which the
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world has never seen before. Primechain’s
blockchain APIs (Application Program Interface)
are being developed to solve the three major
blockchain pain-points: Installing, configuring,
securing, troubleshooting, updating, and
maintaining a blockchain ecosystem is a complex
and time consuming task; there are 20+ blockchains
and distributed ledger systems to choose from;
building blockchain solutions from the ground up
is very expensive and time consuming. Primechain
APIs make it very easy for developers to add
blockchain power to legacy and other systems.
According to Mr Nagpal, in India, blockchain
technology can minimize fraud and maximize
efficiency, security & transparency in supply chains,
healthcare, money system, financial technologies,
democratic elections, auction of public assets,
energy trading, electronic record authentication,
delivery of government services, Internet of Things
and much, much more.
Primechain’s blockchain powered contract
management system (Primechain-CONTRACT) is
scheduled for a 15th August launch. The startup
also manages BankChain - a platform of banks for
exploring, building and implementing blockchain
solutions. “Our immediate plans are to expand
BankChain membership to South East Asia, USA,
Europe and Africa,” says Mr Nagpal.
Mr Ramasubramaniam says that the country is
only seeing the initial trends around blockchain,
and a lot of it currently is in self-learning/colearning mode. The Banking, Financial Services and
Insurance (BFSI) sector has seen a lot of
consortiums and groups being formed, and
thereby enabling collaboration. “Unfortunately,
we aren’t seeing a lot of research-led publications
around blockchain taking place in India. Wherever
there is a ton of data involved, requiring
transparency and perpetuality, blockchain
definitely has a role to play. So, ranging across
Governance, Health Informatics, Insurance, Capital
Markets several scalable use cases can be built.”
“The other piece that has been talked about a
lot, internationally, is the hybrid use case of
blockchain and IoT. By year 2020, we are talking
about 50 billion connected devices, globally. That’s
going to be a lot of data. That’s where a lot of
future applications of blockchain could be - to
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secure data and build a perpetual, transparent
record.”
Mr Ramasubramaniam says that India specific
challenges are largely around research, and market
development from a talent standpoint. The
technology leaders evangelizing blockchain
infrastructure, need to invest time, money and
resources for building the industry capacity;
without which having an ecosystem is difficult.
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology
is a reality, and is in the present. We are in the
stage of a “When”, rather than “How”.
(https://www.enterpriseinnovation.net)

Hand in Hand into the Future: Indian PM’s
Historic Visit to Israel Reflects How the
Two Countries are Working Together on
Many Fronts by Narendra Modi and
Benjamin Netanyahu, 4 July 2017.

A historic visit to Israel commences today. It will
be the first ever of an Indian Prime Minister to
Israel. The two of us have met before but this is
the first time we do so on Israeli soil.
The natural partnership between India and
Israel, formally elevated 25 years ago to full
diplomatic relations, has grown stronger from
year to year. The deep connection between our
peoples reflects our many similarities in spirit, if
not in size. Ours are two modern, vibrant
democracies that draw on our rich historical
traditions while striving to seize the promise of
the future for our peoples.
Both our nations are complex. Like yogic asanas
grounding down and pulling up at the same time,
they face many challenges. By working together
we can overcome some of the challenges.
Over the centuries the philosophies and
histories of our ancestors inspired one another.
Today the entrepreneurial drive of Indians and
Israelis brings us closer together. The Jewish
community in India was always welcomed with
warmth and respect and never faced any
persecution. The Jews of Indian origin in Israel are
proud of their heritage and have left an indelible
imprint on both societies. Both communities serve
as a human bridge between our nations.
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)

India and Israel are walking hand in hand into
the future as partners. India is a growing economic
powerhouse with a large market and talent pool.
Israel is a world leader in high technology and
innovation. The combination of India’s and Israel’s
human resources and ingenuity will provide more
effective and more affordable solutions for us in
diverse fields that are priorities for both our
governments: agriculture, water, health,
environment, education and security.
This unique blend of complementary
capabilities has forged strong ties between India
and Israel, particularly in the field of technology.
From start-ups to space, communications to
cybernetics, Israel’s technological capabilities are
merging with India’s. Indian students specializing
in advanced research and technical studies are
building strong links with institutions of higher
learning in Israel. These ties go beyond
technological exchange and reflect a long-term
developmental partnership.
Fifteen fully operational joint Centers of
Excellence under the Indo-Israeli Agricultural
Project showcase our mutually beneficial
cooperation in the field of agriculture. Together,
we are harnessing our respective strengths and
learning from each other’s experience to generate
and cultivate solutions with a distinct India-Israel
stamp.
Israel’s extreme water crises in the past place
it in a unique position to understand India’s quest
for efficient water solutions. The cost effective
adaptation of Israeli technology to India’s needs
could create new solutions that we could use to
help address the water challenges of other
developing nations across the globe.
The common challenges we face are not for
governments alone to tackle. Undoubtedly our
governments will play an important role, but it
is the private sector that will propel us forward.
In an effort to involve the business sector as
a catalyst of our bilateral relations, India and
Israel have taken important steps. We are
establishing a new India-Israel CEOs Forum.
Acquiring business visas from each country has
become easier today than it has ever been, thanks
to steps taken by both governments. We are also
asking our respective business leaders to suggest
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ways in which we can bring our bilateral trade
closer to its real potential. Together we are
creating and funding new avenues for joint
cooperation, including in industrial and
technological research and development.
The “Make in India” initiative to strengthen
the Indian manufacturing base has been enhanced
by its Israeli “Make with India” counterpart. We
are pleased that this vision is already bearing
fruit.
We both recognize the threat terrorism poses
to our countries and to global peace and stability.
Accordingly, a few years ago we signed a landmark
agreement on cooperation in homeland and public
security. India and Israel are committed to working
together to fight this scourge.
This week’s historic visit, as we celebrate 25
years of full diplomatic relations between India
and Israel, reflects not just the close cooperation
of our governments, but also the great sympathy
and affinity between our peoples. We marvel at
the changes we have witnessed over the last two
and a half decades and are proud that India and
Israel are genuine partners for development,
technology, innovation and entrepreneurship.
We are confident that 25 years from now,
Indians and Israelis will look back on this visit as
the first of many historical milestones that we
reached together in the great friendship between
our peoples.
(http://blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.com)

Shaping the Future of Manufacturing in
India by Seema Gaur, 10 July 2017.

SINCE the launch of “Make in India” in 2014, much

progress has been achieved in pursuing the
country’s manufacturing agenda and global
competitiveness. Globally, India is the sixth-largest
manufacturing nation and the biggest recipient of
foreign direct investments (FDIs), with inflows
touching $60 billion in 2016-17, the highest-ever
annual inflow into the country. India has also
improved its rank on the Global Competitiveness
Index and Global Innovation Index.
India’s manufacturing sector, accounting for
just 16-17 per cent of gross domestic product
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(GDP), holds enough untapped potential. At the
recent India-Germany Summit in Berlin, Prime
Minister Shri Narendra Modi committed to
transforming India into a major player in global
value chains. Make in India version two is on the
anvil to consolidate the ground for further growth
in selected manufacturing sectors. Besides,
adoption of local content policy in public
procurement and implementation of goods and
services tax (GST) will provide further impetus to
Make in India.
The global manufacturing landscape is being
transformed by digital technologies such as the
“internet of things” and robotics collectively called
“Fourth Industrial Revolution” or “Industry 4.0”.
Huge efficiency and productivity gains are being
realized through cost reductions, quality
improvements, customization and a quantum leap
in performance. Increasing investment in these
technologies is propelling traditional manufacturing powerhouses of the 20th century back to
the top of competition.
Adoption of digital technologies in India is still
in its infancy. So the question arises, can India
afford to be left out of the ongoing digital
revolution? The answer is an emphatic “no”. In
today’s world, digital technologies are key to
unlocking competitiveness. As highlighted by
industry surveys, India should embrace them
proactively to achieve the target of becoming a
global manufacturing hub.
India has a number of factors in its favour,
including a huge and growing market, a large
workforce with diverse skills, demographic
dividend, English-speaking scientists and
engineers, research and development centres of
over 1,000 top global multinationals, the world’s
third-largest technology start-up base and a
government focus on making the nation an easy
place to do business.
While being a catalyst for growth, digital
technologies may be disruptive, with far-reaching
effects on productivity, employment and wellbeing. They are leading to key structural shifts in
global manufacturing. One, cost economics and
competitiveness
of
manufacturing
are
fundamentally changing with the trade-off
between labour and automation swinging in the
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latter’s favour. This is enabling small-scale, highly
automated localized manufacturing close to endconsumers and hence, disrupting the existing lowcost labour arbitrage based global value chain
model. Two, with boundaries between products
and services blurring, digital services are becoming
growth and profit drivers for manufacturers. Three,
rapid growth of exchange of products on digital
platforms such as Amazon is creating digital global
marketplaces, reducing the need for investing in
individual asset-heavy supply chains, and enabling
small businesses to participate. Four, digital
economy skills, including cross-domain skills, are
becoming the most critical factor of production and
driver of competitiveness.
What are the implications for India? One, India’s
low labour cost advantage is being eroded, but its
demographic dividend has potential for
transformation into a strategic resource for digital
revolution. Two, with the right ecosystem, India
could gain a significant share of embeded software
services, data management, supply chain
restructuring, etc. Three, beyond physical
infrastructure, large-scale investments in requisite
digital ecosystem are needed. Four, highly
competitive micro, small and medium enterprises
(MSMEs) can be central to the growth of
manufacturing with small-scale localized smart
manufacturing becoming feasible. They can
compete with multinationals globally on digital
platforms without creating their own supply
chains.
India needs a new policy to incentivize
adoption of digital technologies, develop the
requisite
digital
ecosystem,
augment
competitiveness, and allow leapfrogging into the
digital 21st century, while meeting the requisite
skill gaps and ensuring jobs for millions entering
job markets. The government has announced the
roll-out of a new manufacturing policy to push its
share to 25 per cent of GDP by consolidating Make
in India and embracing Industrial Revolution 4.0.
India has the potential to become the digital
factory of the world by being at the vanguard of
the digital revolution. However, timely action is
of essence. The government, on its part, has
decided to put in place an enabling policy
framework. The onus is also on the manufacturers
to put their act together for adopting emerging
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)

digital technologies to boost their competitiveness.
However, there are some critical questions: where
does Indian industry currently stand in respect of
Industry 4.0? How prepared is industry for the
transition? What are the costs of transition to
Industry 4.0 vis-a-vis the efficiency and productivity
gains?
India’s challenges include issues relating to
infrastructure—physical and digital, skill gaps,
innovation ecosystem, public-private partnership,
support for MSMEs, data security and privacy,
standards-based interoperability and a conducive
regulatory framework. Collaborative efforts by
central and state governments, industry, academia,
research and financing institutions are the need of
the hour to ensure leveraging of the digital
manufacturing revolution and reaping benefits of
enhanced competitiveness.
(http://www.livemint.com)

Israel Innovation Authority and DIPP Join
Hands to Launch India-Israel Innovation
Bridge: A Bilateral Innovation Challenge
by Ruchi Pandita, 7 July 2017.

PRIME MINISTER Shri Narendra Modi, along with

the Prime Minister of Israel, Mr. Benjamin
Netanyahu have launched a bilateral innovation
challenge for start-ups in Israel and India, which
will be called the India-Israel Innovation Bridge.
The Israel Innovation Authority and DIPP
(Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion),
Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Govt. of India
have come together for the challenge.
The challenge will be hosted on the India-Israel
Innovation Bridge which is an online platform to
facilitate bilateral collaboration between Israeli and
Indian start-ups, tech hubs, corporations, and other
key innovation ecosystem players in both
countries. It will provide comprehensive guides
and toolkits to help start-ups explore expansion
opportunities.
iCreate (Ahmedabad), T-Hub (Hyderabad),
and Pears Program have made an initial
commitment to the selected start-ups that will be
chosen at the innovation challenge. Corporate
partners of the challenge include Omnivore
Partners, Ernst & Young, PwC, among others. The
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participating start-ups will be selected by a joint
panel of judges to give an opportunity to further
develop their solutions through a unique
programme managed by Invest India and Israel
Innovation Authority. These start-ups will have an
opportunity to interact with end users, investors,
corporations, and other potential partners in both
countries. They will also get a chance to have a
cross-border mentorship and incubation/
acceleration prizes. And not just this, they will also
have an opportunity to participate in an exclusive
co-creation summit in India with industry leaders,
experts, and potential partners, among other
benefits.
Through this collaboration, the start-ups will
be working to develop solutions to some of the
world’s most critical challenges in agriculture,
water, and digital health. The aim of this initiative
is to leverage the technological strength of Israel
with Indian market access to develop technology
solutions.
(http://knowstartup.com)

PM Narendra Modi’s 3-Day Visit: India,
Israel may Create $40 mn. Innovation
Fund by Surabhi Agarwal, 4 July 2017.

I NDIA

and Israel are expected to sign an
agreement to create a $40 million research and
development fund for joint innovation in areas of
agriculture, water, energy and technology during
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s three-day
visit to the West Asian country starting Tuesday,
4 July 2017.
The two countries will contribute $20 million,
or about `130 crore, each over five years to the
fund called India-Israel Industrial R&D and
Technological Innovation Fund, said a top official
aware of the development.
“This is going to be a good platform for both
the countries to come together and is expected to
be signed between Israel’s Innovation Authority
and India’s Department of Science &Technology
during the PM’s visit,” said the official.
His counterpart Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu will
receive Shri Modi, the first Indian Prime Minister
to visit Israel, at Ben-Gurion Airport in Tel Aviv.
The Israel’s prime minister is expected to
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accompany Shri Modi through most of the visit,
which marks 25 years of full diplomatic relations
between the two countries. The two leaders are
expected to sign a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) for the proposed R&D fund.
According to the official quoted earlier, the
fund will be used by industry in both the countries
for developing collaborative R&D practices and
joint product development in areas such as
agriculture, energy, water and ICT. Given Israel’s
lead on Cybersecurity and start-ups, these areas
could also be potential spots for collaboration.
While from the Israel side, the Innovation
Authority will be implementing it, from India the
Global Innovation and Technology Alliance will
take it forward. The Alliance is a not-for-profit
entity incorporated jointly by industry body CII
and the central government where industry holds
51 per cent stake.
“The Alliance is already implementing
Department of Science and Technology’s other
bilateral industrial R&D programmes with
countries like the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy,
Canada, Korea and Finland,” said the official.
Last week, Mr Netanyahu had said
governments across the world are looking for
cooperation with the country in the areas of hightech and cybersecurity, and that the upcoming visit
of his “friend” Shri Modi marks a change in the
country’s status.
He had said that because of continuous efforts
in the field of cybersecurity, around 20 per cent of
all private investments are coming to Israel.
Israel, which is developing itself as a
technology and cyber powerhouse, is looking
forward to increasing its exports to India, given
the huge potential of the Indian market.
Officials from Israel and representatives from
CII held a discussion on potential areas of
collaboration between the two countries last
week. The two sides have identified three areas
of partnership to start with. They are: training
of the workforce, sharing of information
between cyber response teams (CERTs) of the
two countries, and developing strategies
especially around regulation.
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“Israel’s domestic market is relatively small and
so their companies say that they have to go to the
US to scale up, but we told them they don’t
necessarily have to go to the US since India could
also be a very big market for them,” said Ram
Ganesh, founder of cybersecurity firm CyberEye,
who was part of the CII delegation to Tel Aviv.
Shri Modi will visit the cities of Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem and Haifa. He will be given a
demonstration of technologies in the area of
agriculture and water such as desalination
techniques.
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)

Ties with Israel Poised for Strategic
Take-Off by Pankaj Patel, 2 July 2017.

AS Prime Minister Narendra Modi lands in Israel

on July 4, it will be the first ever visit by an Indian
Prime Minister to that country, commemorating 25
years of diplomatic relations. Israel is the original
start-up nation, a pioneer in innovation. To take
only an example, the Prime Minister can touch base
on an exciting prospect – driverless cars which are
creating a buzz in the Israeli economy. Israel has
become the centre for R&D in the area of
autonomous car technology, adding to a long line
of stunning hi-tech breakthroughs which offer the
world the most dynamic innovation ecosystem
outside America.
This is just a microcosm of the possibilities
India can explore with Israel. There is immense
scope for improving collaborations in agriculture,
defence and science.
Turning Point
India and Israel are experiencing a new bilateral
energy, flowing out of interactions on the sidelines
of global events between Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu who has hailed this visit as a “very
significant step”. In the 25 years since India and
Israel normalized relations, we have learnt to do
business with each other and have developed a
substantial bilateral agenda in security, defence and
agriculture, among others. From $200 million in
1992 (comprising primarily trade in diamonds),
bilateral trade has reached $4.5 billion and the
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presence of Israeli companies in India has grown
to 300.
The time is now just right for a calibration in
their economic engagement. Israel, led by strong
growth of private consumption, low inflation,
rising labour force participation, a positive
investors’ climate because of low interest rates,
natural gas finds and responsible fiscal policies, has
a lot to offer businesses.
Key Sectors
India’s economy is projected by IMF to grow
by more than 7 per cent, powered by reforms such
as the Goods and Services Tax. Policy initiatives
on ease of doing business and the opening of
defence, construction and pharma sectors have
added to India’s attractiveness as an investment
destination.
What can be done to initiate the transformative
moment in India-Israeli ties?
The first step here is defence. The India-Israel
equation in defence has acquired strategic
dimensions but there is need and opportunity to
make it “more broad-based” through production
and manufacturing partnerships. Israeli defence
industries are well inclined towards joint ventures
to give a boost to the “Make in India” campaign.
Current global geopolitical trends make it ideal for
India and Israel to work in tandem. A larger role
for the Indian private sector in co-production and
co-development and the India-Israeli deal to jointly
develop a medium range surface-to-air missile
system is a good business model to work on.
Israel embodies a culture of entrepreneurship
highlighted by power of innovation, global
leadership in R&D spending and VC investment.
A joint innovation and research & development
fund can work wonders.
A modern economy like Israel goes well with
our own flagship programmes like ‘Make in India’.
Indian companies with their engineering and scale
and Israeli companies with their innovation and
technology can together stimulate our domestic
manufacturing sector, particularly in defence.
Private sector stakeholders on both sides would
do well to build business and investment ties in
these areas.
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Prime Minister Modi’s visit to Israel is also
about an opportunity to boost an already strong
agricultural partnership between the two
countries. Arid land technology, biotechnology
and a joint action plan to research India-specific
and export-oriented seeds deserve attention. Israel
has tackled its rain deficiency by developing
technology solutions for waste water management,
purification and water reuse in agriculture and
industry. The Israeli dairy industry with its proven
know-how and design, technology and genetic
material can revolutionize the dairy industry in
India.
Medical technologies and devices could be the
next growth areas for collaboration.
No doubt there are challenges. India and Israel
do not know each other enough. Tourism is not
up to the mark and academic links are low key. A
multi-dimensional partnership needs to be
sustained.
(http://www.thehindubusinessline.com)

Global Innovations Force-Fitted in India
Won’t Make An Impact by Binny Bansal,
16 June 2017.

THERE are few countries that enjoy the advantages

India does when it comes to its ability to stimulate
growth. We are in a sweet spot on the demographic
curve, with the majority of our population young
and productive.

How do we do it? Innovation is the short
answer. The nuanced one is India-focused
innovation. As a nation and civilization, we have
an early history of innovation—think Indus Valley
Civilization—even if the rest has been largely
fragmented. Still, India ranked 60 in the Global
Innovation Index 2017 (goo.gl/o0oA8V) that was
released on 15 June, moving up from 66th position
in 2016. While the report necessitates some
introspection, inferring our innovation capability
solely on its basis may be stretching it a bit. There
are scores of examples of great recent innovations
that are not only uniquely Indian, but are also
innovations that remain unmatched anywhere else
in the world.
Home-Developed Techs
Take ISRO (Indian Space Research
Organization), which is challenging the might of
the US’ NASA (National Aeronautical and Space
Administration) and the European Space Agency.
ISRO has demonstrated with alacrity that it needn’t
cost the world to send a space probe out of this
world.
Its use of home-developed technologies, a lesscomplicated payload design, simpler mechanics
and cost rationalization are all innovations we are
proud of. ISRO’s odyssey to Mars with the
Mangalyaan probe, on a shoestring budget of just
`450 crore (about $73 mn.) isn’t something any
other space agency can emulate. More recently,
ISRO’s launch of 104 satellites on a single rocket
underscored its innovation prowess, the kind India
desperately needs in all fields.

Their aspirations, and natural inclination to
embrace new technologies, has transformed
India into an economic power within just a couple
of decades after liberalization. But the benefits
of liberalization—increased industry, trade,
foreign investments, modernization and
technological advancements—are yet to percolate
evenly to marginalized sections of India’s
population. There are villages that still don’t
have access to very basic services such as
electricity, roads and sanitation.

Then, there’s the unique India-specific
innovation our telecom industry made in the early
2000s. Low-cost prepaid mobile telephony— `50
for a SIM card inclusive of talk time— made little
business sense. The cost of telecom licences were
steep and mobile penetration, by extension
revenue, was low. It also had no other global
precedence.

Which may be why India doesn’t need
moonshot ideas like drones, self drive cars,
domestic robots for now. What we need is to
empower the downtrodden section of society to
be more productive. For a country of 1.2 billion, it
is not an easy task.

But our telecom industry recognized a critical
differentiating factor India had: millions of people
at the proverbial bottom of the pyramid. By
innovating for them, a market with vast
opportunities waiting to be unlocked, the industry
turned that demographic into its biggest customer
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base. Innovations like that, and recharge sachets
of `5 and `10 fanned a revolution that transformed
India into the world’s second-largest telecom
market in terms of mobile phone users and,
subsequently, Internet users.
Internet penetration in Indian cities and villages
has been nothing short of phenomenal, even if we
lag developed nations in terms of speed.
When we started Flipkart in 2007, we were
of the view that Internet usage in India was on
the cusp of a breakthrough. While the start was
alright for Flipkart, we quickly hit a major bump
when we wanted to scale up. Indian customers
weren’t willing to pay first and wait for a
product to be delivered later. We needed a longterm solution.
Easy Ways to Pay
In 2010, Flipkart launched cash on delivery
(CoD) on scale in India, an innovation that ushered
e-commerce and helped build trust among
customers for shopping online. CoD was a gamechanger. It turbocharged our growth, which, in
turn, acted as a catalyst for India’s nascent startup industry. Flipkart’s innovation DNA runs deep
to this day, with initiatives such as ‘No Cost EMI’,
which has made quality products affordable and
accessible to millions.
The other large-scale India innovation that
empowered people is India Stack, on which
Aadhaar is based. It is the one innovation that
couldn’t have been conceived anywhere else. Our
1.2 billion population, widespread illiteracy and
population migration necessitated a governance
solution to ensure equal and unfettered access
to public services for everyone. India Stack has
brought millions into the formal economy,
ensured government services are delivered
efficiently and helped plug leakages that
earlier cost the exchequer hundreds of crores of
rupees.
Global innovations imported and force-fitted
in India are unlikely to make an impact, because
they lack the Indian context. India needs
innovations in mass transport, healthcare,
education, waste management, urban planning and
traffic — all of which should be geared to the way
we want to develop as a nation, which could be
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)

unique and different from how other countries
have prospered.
In 2010, the president announced 2010-2020 as
the ‘Decade of Innovation’. We’re well past the
halfway mark. This may be a good time to assess
how we’re doing.
(The writer is Group CEO, Flipkart. Views expressed
are personal.)
(http://blogs.economictimes.indiatimes.com/)

Promoting Innovation: Moving Towards A
Better Intellectual Property Regime
by VK Unni, Professor, IIM Calcutta,
15 June 2017.

THE

economic growth of a country is heavily
dependent on the culture of innovation and
creativity that it has developed. Systematic
implementation of innovative ideas results in the
availability of better goods and services, which, in
turn, benefit consumers.
Governments globally devise policy measures
to foster a congenial environment for innovation.
Laws dealing with Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) and competition play a significant role in
maximizing these benefits. A patent safeguards the
rights dealing with invention. And the law dealing
with anti-competitive conduct promotes
competition amongst businesses, resulting in new
players. A well-designed patent regime has
considerable synergies with an effective
competition law policy.
Globally, government agencies and regulators
have found it difficult to draw the balancing line
between the usage of IPRs and competition law
violations.
Despite the positive aspects of patents, there
have been instances where patent holders have
indulged in abusive practices. Most such practices
relate to issuance of licences which cause prejudice
to an existing trade or industry, licences providing
for exclusive grant-back, coercive package licensing,
etc. In such situations, competition law has a major
role to play as it is premised on preventing
artificially-created entry barriers. Interface of IP/
patent and competition law can be seen when there
is a disparity between the exclusivity rights granted
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by IP law and anti-competitive practices that the
competition law tries to deal with.
India is witnessing disputes that raise policy
questions regarding IP/competition law. Most of
these pertain to mobile phone sector and
standard essential patents (SEPs). Standards,
which are essentially technical specifications
intended at providing a common design for a
product or process, are framed by standard
setting organizations (SSOs). Patents essential to
using the standard are called SEPs. To balance
the rights of SEP holders and implementers of
those standards, SSOs mandate members to
license SEPs to the latter on fair, reasonable and
non-discriminatory terms.
Over the past four years, India witnessed high
voltage SEP lawsuits filed by Ericsson against
Indian companies like Micromax, Lava, etc. Last
year, the Delhi High Court, while deciding the
landmark case between Ericsson and the
Competition Commission of India (CCI), held
that laws dealing with protection of IPR and
competition do not have any irreconcilable
repugnancy or conflict, and upheld the
jurisdiction of CCI to entertain complaints
dealing with abuse of dominance against the
patent holder.
One interesting feature about the SEP
litigation is the prompt injunctive remedy being
granted to SEP holders against alleged
infringers. Comparing this with the field of
pharma, where patent holders find it next to
impossible to obtain any kind of injunctive relief,
India is proving to be a very patent-friendly
destination for companies like Ericsson. There
were occasions where the SEP holder was also
successful in obtaining interim damages, a rare
instance in cases of patent jurisprudence.
India is at a stage where IP policy can be
customized to support manufacturing and
entrepreneurship initiatives like Start-up India,
Make-in-India. The country needs to deliberate
how best it can foster IP policies that will help
to attain its rightful place in the evolving global
order. The earlier the country can move ahead
on this, the better it will be for innovation and
competition.
(http://www.financialexpress.com/opinion/)
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Encourage Innovation: How to
Appreciate the Dark Horse and Let Loose
Imagination by O.C. Tanner,14 June 2017.
By allowing a synchronized way of work, business
managers can ensure that the employees are freed up of
clutter, and are allowed to have productive breakthroughs.

COME to think of it, every tangible object around
us is an innovation. From glass to machinery,
telephones to the internet, electricity to
communication, all it took was an out-of-the-box
thinking to enable the furtherance of human
civilization.

Innovation is crucial to the constant evolution
of our culture and is the process by which an idea
translates into greater good. In corporate parlance,
evolutionary innovations are deemed to bring in
incremental advancements which are processed to
simplify business solutions and achieve greater
organizational goals. Synonymous with risk-taking
and a confidence of reaching new markets and
audiences with breakthrough thinking, innovators
are the ones whom corporate managers anoint on
a pedestal.
Today future-looking business leaders view
innovation as the responsibility of every employee
and do not shy away from encouraging risk taking,
as they know exploring the unknown gives birth
to breakthrough ideas. Innovations are born out
of good ideas and successful businesses are the
ones which continue to grow by developing a value
stream of better ideas.
Successful businesses innovate 24/7, and it is
this cutting-edge that differentiates them from
others. By allowing a synchronized way of work,
business managers can ensure that the employees
are freed up of clutter, and are allowed to have
productive breakthroughs. Some ways how
employees could be inspired to innovate include:
(1) Let the employees speak their mind – More
often than not, top-rung managers think of
ideas with a closed mind-set, and also do not
let their subordinates think of different ideas.
This, on one hand, doesn’t let fresh ideas come
in, and on the other, breaks down employee
confidence, making them feel inconsequential.
When an employee feels valued, he is more
likely to think out-of-the-box without any preFOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)
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conceived notions and hence can deliver results
that are extraordinary.
(2) Don’t rush for ideas – Innovation doesn’t
happen on timelines. If you pressurize yourself
and your colleagues to think differently and
deliver results, you are more likely to fail in
your endeavours. Engage in light-hearted
banter with colleagues, sleepover ideas, and
get non-associative people to scrutinize and
work upon your ideas. More often than not,
ideas come when you least expect it.
(3) Engage in Corporate Imagination – Making
workplace fun and engaging in corporate
imagination exercises or competitions lets
people be comfortable and hence deliver
excellent results. Remember, the greatest tech
ideas of the last decade were bred out of
Hackathons and the biggest social networking
idea today – Facebook was conceptualized over
a few drinks.
(4) PlayActing Scenarios – Nothing brings the
better out of an employee than an adverse
situation. Creating role plays in the office
environment where a particular employee is
tasked to think from a different point of view,
may make the mundane task fun and engaging
for everyone. Take the famous example from
the movie Wolf of Wall Street where to get a
new client on board Jordan Belfort (the
protagonist) goes all out to create the stock
exchange scenario in his office, is one hilarious
but pertinent example of how playacting can
encourage innovative approach.
(5) 10 Ways to Do It – Remember the classic
question of sales – “Sell me a pen in 10 ways?”
This is one of the most apt strategy to
encourage innovation. Thinking of a problem
from various perspectives lets one look at the
scenario from a different perspective, while also
allowing others to think one step ahead. This
exercise surely helps with bringing the best out
of a group and attempts multiple strategies for
a simple activity.
It is a known fact that good work keeps the
business running, and to be a mile long of the
competition, one needs to think ahead of the
curve. Doing great work, which is built on
innovation lets employees deliver a difference
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)
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(http://www.forbesindia.com/blog/)

Does Chinese Innovation Have A Dark
Side? by Clay Chandler, 11 June 2017.

NEW YORK TIMES columnist Tom Friedman has
emerged from a recent foray to China newly
astonished by the breakneck pace of innovation
here. In his latest column Friedman marvels that
the Middle Kingdom has become a cashless society
in which “everyone pays for everything with a
mobile phone” and even beggars use QR codes.
After hobnobbing with the president of China’s
main search engine and the founder of its largest
mobile food delivery company, Friedman
rhapsodizes that, “in an age when raw data from
the Internet of people and the Internet of things is
the new oil, the fact that China has 700 million
people doing so many transactions daily on the
mobile Internet means it’s piling up massive
amounts of information that can be harvested to
identify trends and spur new artificial intelligence
operations.” His conclusion: Americans
“underestimate China — and attribute all of its
surge in growth to unfair trade practices — at our
peril.”
Just so. And yet the arc of China’s rise —
particularly in areas like e-commerce, mobile
payment, Big Data and the Internet of Things — is
troubling in two ways. The first Friedman
acknowledges: as China’s economy has grown, its
leaders have continued to protect local companies
from global competition, restricting foreign firms’
access to Chinese customers, and forcing them to
surrender intellectual property as the price of
wider market access. The second reason for
concern Friedman leaves unsaid: China’s rulers
hope to use the trove of data its tech firms are
collecting to tighten the grip of an already
authoritarian state.
Recently, Alibaba offered further evidence of
China’s growing tech prowess by forecasting its
annual sales will surge to more than $34 billion in
the 2018 fiscal year, a 45 per cent gain over last
year and far higher than analysts’ estimates. The
announcement inspired rapture on Wall Street. In
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the first minutes of trading, investors bid BABA’s
stock price up 12 per cent to $140.84, an all-time
high. The stock is up nearly 50 per cent so far this
year, confounding naysayers. Alibaba’s annual
sales still trail Amazon’s $136 billion, but they are
growing twice as fast.
The pace of innovation in China’s tech sector
is so frantic because its largest players — the big
three Internet companies, Alibaba, Tencent and
Baidu, and device makers like Huawei, Xiaomi and
ZTE — are locked in battle, and pumping billions
into new growth opportunities at home and
abroad. Alibaba reportedly paid $81 million for
an 18 per cent stake in Lianhua, one of China’s
largest grocery chains. Alibaba Pictures has bought
a majority stake in Indian ticketing startup Ticket
New. The assumption is that bigger is better
because Chinese consumers will gravitate to a onestop-shopping model where a single platform
connects them to all the goods and services they
seek.
The race to build such platforms has spawned
innovations that give Western competitors pause.
The Financial Times reports that Chinese tech
giants are barreling forward in the use of face
recognition technologies. Alibaba’s mobile
payments affiliate, Ant Financial, allows its 450
million users to log into their online wallets by
taking a selfie. Baidu, China Construction Bank,
and ride-hailing service DidiChuxing use the
technologies in identifying employees as well as
customers. A Beijing-based company called
Face++ has raised $100 million in its third round
of financing, according to the FT, and has
licensed its software to Ant and Didi.
US companies like Google, Nest and Facebook
have been squeamish about pushing face
recognition technologies, fearing backlash from
customers concerned about privacy. But China’s
citizens, who are obliged to slide ID cards into chip
readers to set up mobile phone accounts, make
travel reservations and book hotels, seem less
fussed about surrendering personal data.
Meanwhile, Caixin, a Chinese business
magazine, reports Ant is steadily expanding use
of its “Sesame Credit” system, which assigns
customers a “financial reliability” score according
to criteria such as their online spending records,
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how regularly they pay their utility bills or credit
cards, and other factors such as what city they live
in, whether they own a house or car. Caixin says
the ranking even factors in the scores of
acquaintances.
Ant recently introduced a new service to
expedite visa applications to Japan and Luxembourg
for customers with high Sesame Credit scores.
Caixin notes that Ant has offered “no clear
indication of what exactly constitutes Sesame’s
definition of an ‘extremely creditworthy person’”
or whether the algorithms underlying the rankings
are themselves reliable.
Should Chinese customers worry about those
algorithms? After all, they make life more
convenient, and Western financial institutions use
credit rating systems too. Critics say gains in Big
Data and artificial intelligence are more insidious
in China than the West because China’s political
system offers far fewer protections for individual
rights. Some fear that in China, “Fourth Industrial
Revolution” technologies are setting the stage for
an Orwellian distopia.
On June 1, China implemented a sweeping new
cyber security law the government says was
designed to protect the personal information of
private users. The first business to run afoul of
those new rules? Apple, the American company
that defined its brand with iconic ads rebelling
against “Big Brother.”
(http://fortune.com)

Consumer-Driven Innovation: On the
Fringe of Globalization by Namir Anani,
7 June 2017.

GLOBALIZATION is far from a new concept and
an economic imperative, with its origins dating
back many centuries. Increased free trade
agreements among nations have enabled access to
advanced technology, exposure to new consumer
goods and services, exchange of cultural and media
content, sharing of research and educational
practices, advances in health, among many others.
Opening markets also bring along increased
competition that is central to the operation of
markets and an important driver for innovation,
productivity, and growth.
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While the driving force for ground-breaking
products and services has always been and
continues to be attributed to large multinational
companies with significant financial resources and
strong R&D infrastructure, the innovative tide is
now being complemented by a new breed of
innovators. Sometimes referred to as lead users,
these creative consumers develop products and
services that do not exist yet to respond to social
or economic needs.
The democratization power of the internet and
social media, affordable cloud services, 3D printing,
inexpensive computers and smart communications
services (like the Raspberry Pi), open source, and
many others have unleashed a new era of
innovations that appeal to the masses. The “sharing
economy” and the “maker movement” are both
different manifestations of this new vastly creative
ecosystem. These trends have also deep-seated
roots in Information and Communications
Technologies (ICTs) and the ability to reduce the
complexity and cost of products and services while
appealing to a larger consumer base of middle and
lower income groups. Innovation spaces such as
MakeSpaces and FabLabs have enabled everyday
entrepreneurs to experiment and design simple
solutions to problems they encounter on daily
basis. The birth of this tinkering and engineering
based approach to making, customizing, and
bringing technology solutions to the masses is an
important trend to be reckoned with.
Such innovations are not only helping
developed countries but are also benefiting
developing nations that are outside the confines
of a formal economy in terms of stable energy
supply, reliable communications infrastructures,
banking, sound health system, others. The success
of mobile banking in many developing countries
is an example of a low-cost business solution to
respond to the needs of the community. These
developing markets with their younger consumer
demographics have also the potential to shape the
global economy in the next number of years.
Stimulating a vibrant innovation ecosystem in
Canada requires a careful policy balance between
attracting and maintaining a healthy share of
multinational FDI and R&D while investing in
citizen and community innovations that respond
to larger societal needs in Canada and abroad. The
FOCUS WTO, July-September 2017 (Vol. 19 No. 3)

benefits of such inventions can be far-reaching, the
“Square” device for instance, that plugs into a smart
phone and allows payment at the point of sale
(POS) has democratized the retail business and
allowed small firms a share of a bigger market,
hence increased their potential for economic and
employment growth.
Building on public R&D and academic based
research can be a good way to carve investment
and support for stimulating such consumer-driven
innovation. Policies to encourage private sector
investment in grassroots entrepreneurial capacity
are also ideal for nurturing this approach. In this
global and hyper connected landscape disruption
is an inevitable fact of business. Innovations that
can reshape how businesses can extract better value
proposition either at the lower-end of the cost
spectrum or even at the higher-end by creating
products and services that never existed before can
be invaluable for growth and competiveness.
Skills and education also play a crucial role in
this equation, and starting early in schooling is vital.
With the advent of affordable computing, every
classroom can become a makerspace where
students and teachers can learn and tinker
together. Maker-centered education can provide
strong industrial foundation for youth entering
STEM careers. Recognizing the inventor in every
child in Canada is a powerful approach for
unleashing the creative capital of our nation.
Nurturing this grassroots creative capacity to
disrupt and create new businesses should be a key
pillar of national innovation agenda. Never before
have so many been able to do so much with so
little leveraging ICTs, inclusive innovation is an
important construct to nurture going forward.
Gauging Canada’s progress in its digital
innovation journey on yearly basis will be key for
identifying any future policy interventions. In
collaboration with other partners, ICTC will be
developing Canada’s Digital Innovation Measure
(CDIM), guided by four key factors: Innovative
Climate Index, Innovative Capacity Index;
Innovation Outcomes/Impact Index; Innovation
Confidence Index, which mutually reflect Canada’s
goals of enabling an inclusive and globally
competitive economy.
(http://www.itworldcanada.com)
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Modi and Merkel Put India-EU Free Trade
Agreement Back on the Agenda
by M.K. Venu, 31 May 2017.

P RIME

MINISTER Narendra Modi strongly
endorsed German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
vision of the European Union and committed at
the earliest to resume talks between India and EU
to stitch up a free trade agreement encompassing
goods, services as well as mutual investment
protection. “A strong leadership like that of Ms
Merkel’s is needed for global stability”, Shri Modi
said.
Shri Modi seemed to subtly underscore the
political significance of Germany pushing for a
more liberal and open global order at a time when
the United States under President Donald Trump
is showing signs of protectionism and reneging on
the Paris climate change agreement. Ms Merkel had
openly expressed her disappointment at the US’s
somewhat insular approach last week.
As if to boost Ms Merkel’s morale, Shri Modi
reinforced India’s strong commitment to the goals
undertaken at the Paris climate agreement and even
promised to partner with Germany on a sustained
basis to develop renewable energy. “We are made
for each other”, Shri Modi said in a gesture of
solidarity.
The Prime Minister’s promise to resume the
stalled free trade agreement (FTA) talks with the
EU also comes against the backdrop of India not
attending the Belt Road Initiative meeting at
Beijing, and Germany too expressing its
apprehension that there isn’t enough transparency
and openness in what China is attempting.
The Germans seemed to be signalling to New
Delhi that a more democratic and open global
trade and investment regime can be pursued by
India and the EU in a fast changing world order.
Shri Modi’s body language clearly seemed to
suggest he was ready to do everything to build
this partnership. In this sense, the timing of the
Modi-Merkel meeting has its own significance.
Shri Modi said innovation in society and
democratic values must go together. The
partnership between India and Germany will
truly represent these values. The two countries
signed 11 MOUs in the areas of renewable
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energy, skill development, education, urban
infrastructure, etc.
The Prime Minister laid special emphasis on
the role being played by Germany in enhancing
the skills of “800 million young Indians who need
to be brought up to global benchmark” to realize
the demographic dividend. He said the German
small and medium industry, called Mittelstand,
is playing a big role in the success of ‘Make in
India’ as hundreds of German companies had
shown interest in doing joint ventures in specific
areas oftechnology and innovation. In keeping
with his love for ‘backronyms’, Shri Modi coined
a new slogan for this project – ‘MIIM’, for Make
in India Mittelstand. He also said a fast track
system created by the PMO was working well
to resolve problems arising for German
companies in India.
However, the chairman of a German business
association said during an interaction with Shri
Modi and Ms Merkel that the lack of a bilateral
investment protection agreement was hindering
fresh investments. India cancelled most bilateral
investment protection agreements in 2015-16 on the
ground that they were outdated. But new ones
have not been discussed or signed for over a year
since notices were issued for the cancellation of
the old agreements.
An official spokesperson admitted that the
hiatus had affected fresh investment flows from
Germany for greenfield projects. India’s current
FDI flows are substantially in the form of
acquisitions of existing Indian businesses and not
in fresh projects.
Shri Modi too admitted that German
investments in India were still below their full
potential. In this context the two sides have agreed
to resume the India-EU FTA talks and conclude
the investment agreements also as soon as possible.
It is apparent that India is selectively willing
to look at FTAs which could be beneficial. The
National Democratic Alliance government had
become quite averse to signing regional or bilateral
FTAs because of its assessments that many of these
agreements – with the ASEAN countries, for
example – have not benefited India.
(https://thewire.in)
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Three Years of Modi Govt: Create
Innovation Champions by V.K. Saraswat,
Member, NITI Aayog, 29 May 2017.

OUR country has produced great visionaries and
leaders who shaped the destiny of this nation
post-Independence. Visionaries such as Homi
Bhabha and Vikram Sarabhai strongly believed
that it is only Science and Technology (S&T) that
can bring prosperity in our country and alleviate
hunger and poverty. And later, Dr.
Swaminathan, Dr. Kurien and Dr. Kalam
established and contributed to various
milestones in India’s scientific history.
Despite such outstanding efforts, the fruits of
S&T have not reached the millions at the bottom
of the pyramid. However, there are several ways
in which S&T could help India become selfsufficient. Futurologists, scientists and
technologists showed that disruptive technologies,
including big data, nano materials and sensors,
silicon photonics that could revolutionize the
world as we know it.
These technologies can help raise productivity,
improve efficiency across major sectors of the
economy, and radically alter how services such as
education and healthcare are delivered.
Opportunities are likely to be created for millions
of workers and entrepreneurs by empowering
them with these technologies.
If we have to really make economic impact
through S&T and improve our position in the
Global Innovation Index (now 66nd out of 128
nations), we have to alter our S&T innovation
ecosystem. This would require global leadership
in
science,
engineering,
technology,
manufacturing, and innovation. Excellence is
needed in basic research, particularly in directed
basic research. India also needs to excel in
applied research including pre-competitive
applied research, particularly in critical
technologies; also in R&D-led technology
development and innovation. Lot of innovation
in the service sector is being carried out these
days. However, wealth can be created only if
we excel in engineering innovation. This should
be our area of focus. For this, we should develop
high quality design and manufacturing skills. It
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may be noted that our biggest weakness is
‘design capability’.
To meet the challenges of the 21st century
innovation wave (6th Wave of Innovation, as the
scientific community calls it), we have to build
expertise in fundamental sciences such as in
Mathematics, Physics, Green Chemistry, Biological
Sciences to support the development of future
advanced technologies like bio, nano and cognitive
technologies. India needs to create a culture and
mindset of design, stimulate, build, test, evaluate
and validate in our S&T education system. Training
in project management skills is vital to developing
entrepreneurs and innovation champions in the
society.
Importantly, India needs to create core teams
of scientists to solve the ‘grand challenges’ of S&T
through collaborative R&D programmes in
educational institutions, industries and research
laboratories. Both public and private need to invest
significantly in R&D to support innovation.
Since sustainability is an important element of
the innovation ecosystem, our focus should shift
to minimizing use of energy, material and wastage
using green and sustainable manufacturing
processes. We should shift to circularizing the
economy through reuse, reduce, remanufacture,
recycle, recover processes.
The government should support the
innovation ecosystem during the phase of basic
research and translational research. However,
startups, incubators, angel investors should start
funding during translational phase and set up
companies when the innovation process has
crossed the ‘Valley of Death’ — when an
innovation travels from the lab to the commercial
world.
This transformation of R&D from generation
of knowledge to generation of value demands
increased investment on S&T (2-3% of the GDP).
Synchronizing the efforts of academia, national
laboratories and industries would be most
essential in the transformed ecosystem. India
will emerge as a technologically and
economically strong nation only when this
symphony is played.
(http://businessworld.in/)
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Is Innovation the Most Prized Quality In
An Entrepreneur? by Amit Dua,
27 May 2017.

INNOVATION is the new industry buzzword. It

has been used widely in various scenarios and
organizational set-ups in the past decade or more.
This has become an important parameter of
success since many companies have started factoring
it into their Balanced Scorecards to assess it. For a
startup, it is usually a benchmark of external growth
and internal empowerment. They use it to define the
direction of their business and if their internal work
culture is empowering enough for employees to
innovate or think of growth ideas. So for most
startups, scaling up to the next phase of growth is
clearly linked to innovation in practices, ideas,
products, technology and people!
However, even if we do believe this to be
important, it is essential to know if innovation can
be the most important attribute in an entrepreneur.
As an entrepreneur, the value one places on
innovation can be very high. But it needs to be
balanced and aligned to other qualities that he or
she possesses. It defines the vision and affects the
decision making.
It has a clear and strong significance if an
entrepreneur has this capability he or she can truly
lead the venture to great heights. Companies like
Google, Apple or even some Indian companies which
were part of the Forbes list last year (2016) of being
World’s Most Innovative Companies, such as Asian
Paints and TCS, have had leaders who have driven
innovation as a core value. But they have also aligned
it to their other strengths and competencies.
But to get a holistic view, it is essential to
understand the benefits and pitfalls of focusing only
on innovation, as an entrepreneur.
Benefits of Innovation
The main way to do better than your
competitors is to innovate – so, as an entrepreneur,
if you are focused on reinvention and new
product/service development, chances are that you
will be in a better position to scale up.
The freedom to innovate is what drives the
current millennial workforce and motivates them
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to continue working for an organization. So, if you
as an entrepreneur endorse and encourage it, your
employees are likely to be more engaged
particularly if they are millennials.
Innovation has an overall impact on the
business ecosystem because it results in better and
improved versions of existing products or services.
It ensures that the company is proactively adapting
to the changing economic landscape.
It leads to higher levels of internal operational
efficiency for the organization when the entrepreneur
emphasizes on innovation. That has a direct impact
on the bottom line of the organization.
Pitfalls of Innovation
Innovation without a clear vision to precede it
and the ability to execute it flawlessly is of no
concrete value. It will not result in focused growth
that is targeted towards performance nor will it
lead to an engaged workforce with a clear vision.
An entrepreneur who possesses only
innovation as the primary attribute might not
develop into an inspirational leader, because
single-mindedly focus on one quality, no matter
how important it is, can result in lack of committed
effort in developing other competencies.
So, for an entrepreneur, while innovation is
definitely an attribute that he or she should possess
and leverage. It enables him or her to maximize
the organization’s potential. At the same time there
is a clear need to have other attributes which are
equally important – since they have the same extent
of impact on the growth of the venture. For an
entrepreneur therefore, finding the right balance
of the competencies, with Innovation at the core
of it, is the optimal approach.
(https://inc42.com)

India Quietly Boosts ASEAN Ties as
OBOR Looms Large by Aradhana Takhtani,
26 May 2017.

WHILE just a week ago, several countries in Asia
and South East Asia region were swept into the
massive One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative of
China, India, in a quiet and unobtrusive manner,
reached out to the $2.6 trillion regional economy
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of ASEAN, under its Act East policy. Participating
in the 25th year celebrations of India-ASEAN
partnership, a delegation of innovators and startups to the ASEAN-India Biztech Expo and
Conference, organized by AIBC (ASEAN-India
Business Council), with the belief that the leap to
the next growth phase will ride on the huge
potential for SMEs and private sectors.
Didar Singh, FICCI secretary general, is clear
India has a definite and different approach to push
trade between the two steadily growing economies
despite China’s aggressive forays in infrastructure
involving all SE Asian countries. He said, “India
and ASEAN both have similar development
scenarios and challenges, whether it is Indonesia
or Thailand, besides having physical and historical
linkages. Moreover, India is quickly moving its
start-up ecosystem from disruption to innovation
and this is where I think the return on investment
will be huge. Private partnerships will be main
driver.”
On the other hand, China’s governmentdriven, huge investments seems an attractive
reality for countries like Malaysia, as was evident
from the view of Datuk J. Jayasiri, secretary general
of international trade and industry ministry
(MITI). Expressing excitement at the OBOR
initiative, he said, “This harks back to the time
when Melaka port was the most significant trade
post and now this route will bring prosperity
again.”
But he quickly pointed out that India and
ASEAN, and particularly Malaysia have an
immense potential for economic engagement
through private sector.
This also found resonance with other experts
and speakers present at the two-day conference,
where parleys on the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) was being touted as
resolving soon what with TPP failing to come
through. India is actively involved in the RCEP
negotiations which when established will have a
combined GDP of US$23 trillion with a 32 per cent
share of the world goods exports. T.S. Tirumurti,
Indian high commissioner to Malaysia, who has
been actively involved with promoting bilateral
ties with ASEAN, said, “With Make in India,
Startup India and Digital India, it is important that
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we become part of the regional supply chain
feeding into the global supply chain. The natural
propeller in India-ASEAN trade is the ‘centrality’
of ASEAN that India adheres to. This epitomizes
strength in their oneness and this principle also
acknowledges the criticality of the role ASEAN
plays in the region.”
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)

Replacing the Old with the New:
Innovation Governance is the Key
by Mrutunjay Mahapatra, Deputy Managing
Director and CIO, SBI, 25 May 2017.

I NNOVATION

governance sounds like an
oxymoron. Innovation is supposed to be
unstructured and barrier-less flow of creative
juices. So, what is this governance of innovation
business?
Today, businesses, organizations and
ecosystems are embracing innovation as being key
to sustaining competitive advantage. But every
investment in innovation makes business leaders
search for methods behind the madness.
The problem is finding templates and
structures for quick-wins by adopting strategies
around innovation which could bring
differentiated business value. The innovative urge
is always rooted in the ambition of exponential
gratification for the stakeholders of the innovator,
beyond and ahead of routine solutions. However,
this value proposition needs to be sustained
through deployment at scale and speed to ensure
that the excitement does not wear off and
innovation doesn’t become mere “novelty”. This
requires governance.
Superior Customer Experiences (CX) and User
Interfaces (UI) rule every business decision, much
more than the product per se. Therefore, business
innovation must work in an ecosystem that is
robust, follows a laid-down governance model to
ensure business values of CX and UI and justifies
the investment in innovation. For this, any standard
model—suitably modified—can be adopted. For
example, the five E framework of Envision,
Engage, Evolve, Evaluate and Execution could be
one. Organizations like IBM and Oracle follow
highly-structured waterfall methods in which ideas
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are serially taken through the five Es. Others, like
SBI, large and required to innovate quickly to stay
competitive, use a more agile framework. They
simultaneously or parallely work on different
pieces like Vision, Structure, Resources,
Development, Communication and Managing Risk
of multiple projects. The aim of innovation
governance is to help graduation of an idea to the
stature of business innovation.
As customers are asking for fast-tracked
products, services and experiences, speedier
innovation is a must. To begin with, the CIO or
the innovation champion has to shift focus away
from cost and operations, and think outside the
box to establish the present value of the long-term
and short-term returns of an innovation. One
governance element in innovation is the quick
choice of one or a bundle from the available
technologies. Confusion around seemingly
equivalent and equi potential technologies like
mobile, big data insights, point solutions and endto-end solutions should not delay innovation
projects. A blend is often the solution, and different
blends yield similar results. In case of large
organizations like SBI, multiple technologies
working in multiple ecosystems with multiple
collaborations have been found to be the best milieu
for enduring future-readiness of innovation.
Innovation governance often is mired in
distractions and hoopla. For example, customersite visits, hackathons and vendor-days generate
a lot of short-term excitement. However, even after
many rounds of these, nothing is seen on the
ground justifying the money spent—like the recent
publicity around block-chain and robotics,
announcements are made around POCs and
“Workable Products” coming from hackathons and
innovation off-sites, but that is all that there is.
The other common activities are to set up labs,
incubators and accelerators or acquiring of a fintech
or start-up to commercialize innovation. Most of
these languish due to lack of business engagement,
validation and funding. In SBI, putting a process
to map hackathon results into business value and
mentorship, sponsorship of these processes by
senior C-level executives have helped the
innovation journeys move forward.
One critical element of governance in any
sphere is speed. Businesses are always looking for
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shortening time to market. Therefore, without
speed, innovation will be bereft of business value.
In design of innovation, speed elements like agile,
iterative testing and simultaneous crowd sourcing
must be integrated. One such example is
Henry@Nestle, where an end-to-end platform is
provided for speedy generation to sun-setting of
ideas.
Innovation may fail to get business-value
traction if it does not take the customer’s life-cycle
and journeys into consideration. The rule is that
instead of quantity and number of innovations in
a company, more focus on boundaries around
innovation are required. For example, a home
loan’s journey in a bank is entirely different from
a home loan product in the traditional banking
world. The delta between journey and product is
probably the trigger for and the value of
innovation.
To sum up, targeting and bringing focus on
areas to innovate is the beginning of innovation
governance. Ideation, incubation and commercialization, agililty and collaboration are the
body and soul of governing innovation to create
value. Tools for measuring outcome must be
embedded into the governance framework so that
new innovation replaces the old, and failed
innovation does not perpetuate itself through
optical illusions and sound bites.
(http://www.financialexpress.com/opinion)

New Products and Structures Needed to
Combat Two-Tier Trading System
by Judith Fagelson, 16 May 2017.

I NNOVATION is badly needed in trade and
commodity finance, according to a survey of
delegates at TXF’s global trade and commodity
finance gathering in Amsterdam. 76 per cent of
corporate respondents felt their financing needs
were not being met by banks, and 62 per cent of
banks agreed with them.
Smaller firms are hardest hit: within the
commodities sector, 67 per cent of the audience
felt that we are currently operating a two-tier
trading system whereby top-tier trading houses
have easy access to bank financing but small and
medium - sized houses are struggling. The gap
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between the large and the small seems only set to
grow, with 79 per cent of respondents believing
that some of the biggest traders are now too big
to fail.
New structures and products may be one way
to address the growing financing gap: 46 per cent
of respondents said that new financing products
and tools are what excites them most in the current
market–even more so than new digital technologies
or growth into new markets.
Implementation will take time, though, as
nearly two thirds of participants find that it takes
over 6 months for banks to approve a new product.
Fewer than 10 per cent are able to have a new
product approved in under 3 months.
In view of this, many are beginning to look
outside their banks for financing solutions, although
banks are still the top providers. Over half (54%)
of respondents are using alternative financing,
including trade finance funds, family offices and
securitization structures which access capital
markets. Moreover, this figure is sure to grow –
already, 61 per cent of participants are using
alternative finance more now than at the same point
last year.
All this talk of innovation and new market
entrants might make it tempting to neglect
traditional structured products like pre-export
financings, borrowing base facilities and
prepayments. TXF delegates, however, felt that
these structures are still providing the breadand-butter of the market. 28 per cent of
respondents said that they saw traditional
structures returning to the market, and a sizeable
49 per cent thought they had never diminished
in the first place.
In a market squeezed by regulatory constraints,
volatile commodity prices and consistently low
interest rates, market participants may well be
assured to see that growth prospects are still
strong. Asia-Pacific was identified as the top region
in terms of growth prospects: 39 per cent felt that
APAC provided the best growth opportunities,
followed closely by Europe (20%). Other emerging
markets such as MENA (11%), Sub-Saharan Africa
(10%) and Latin America (12%) are still lagging
behind.
(http://www.txfnews.com)
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India Leaves America Far Behind in
Innovation with its Digital Push
by Vivek Wadhwa, 24 January 2017.

VIEWED

from Silicon Valley, the progress that
India has made in building a digital infrastructure,
evokes awe. The American technology industry
fancies itself as the global leader in innovation, yet
India has leapt far ahead. Silicon Valley’s
technology investors hype complex technologies
such as bitcoin and blockchain. But India, with
simple and practical innovations and massive grunt
work, has built a digital infrastructure that will
soon process billions more transactions than these
do India is about to skip two generations of
financial technologies and build something as
monumental as China’s Great Wall and America’s
interstate highways.
Though few people in the West know of
Aadhaar, it has been the largest and most successful
information technology project in the world. There
was widespread scepticism about whether a billion
people could be provided with a verifiable digital
identity, yet it has occurred, in a short span of six
years. Hundreds of millions of people who were
doomed to live in the shadows of the informal
economy can now participate as equals in the
global economy. Thanks to Jan-Dhan Yojana, they
also have bank accounts; these already have `69,000
crore in deposits.
The reason investors are pouring billions of
dollars into technologies such as bitcoin is because
it provides a secure way of linking users and
recording a transaction. But bitcoin requires
massive, wasteful computing resources to do what
is called mining: transactions’ mathematical
verification. And this complex computing
infrastructure also needs constant improvement.
The simple design of India’s digital payments
infrastructure, Unified Payments Interface (UPI),
allows banks to transfer money directly to each
other based on an Aadhaar number or, a mobilephone number plus PIN. Yes, this doesn’t have the
anonymity of bitcoin, but I would argue that
anonymity is mainly for money laundering and tax
evasion - which need to be eliminated. There is
almost no overhead in UPI, and transactions happen
within seconds rather than the 10 minutes that
bitcoin takes. In the US, users pay an indirect tax
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of 2-3 per cent on consumer transactions because
of the use of credit cards. Companies such as Visa,
Mastercard and American Express don’t even
manage the money or provide banking services,
all they do is to act as an intermediary between
banks. The merchant has the responsibility of
verifying the identity of a customer. With UPI,
India doesn’t need credit cards or middlemen, it
can build the next generation of finance.
The instant and non-repudiable proof of
identity that Aadhaar’s know-your-customer
technology—e-KYC— provides, gives India a big
advantage. Most people in the US have drivers’
licences and social security numbers. But these are
not verifiable with biometrics or mobile numbers,
so complex verification technologies need to be
built into every financial system. Indian
entrepreneurs building applications don’t need to
worry about all this.
Going beyond money, India Stack provides a
digital locker through which to store and share

personal data such as addresses, medical records,
and employment records. With this, the
government is providing a public service that is
the digital equivalent of roads and electricity. I
don’t know of any other country that has anything
comparable.
Nobel Prize-winning economist Mr Joseph
Stiglitz said in Davos that the US should follow
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s lead in
phasing out currency and moving towards a digital
economy, because it would have “benefits that
outweigh the cost”. Speaking of the inequity and
corruption that is becoming an issue in the US and
all over the world, he said: “I believe very strongly
that countries like the United States could and
should move to a digital currency so that you
would have the ability to trace this kind of
corruption”.
it.

Yes, India is ahead and America can learn from
(http://economictimes.indiatimes.com)
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